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Kinematics and Control

by

Brian S. EberUlan

Submitted to the Deloartment 0/ l~fechanical Engineering on January 20,
1989 in partial fulfillment 0/ the requirements for the Degree of Master of
Science in ly[echanical Engineering

Abstract. This thesis explores the kinematics and control issues associated with an
approach to manipulation that employs all of the available surfaces of a robot to inter
act with the workspace. This thesis explores manipulations of this type which we term

whole-arm manipulation (Wi\.LVI). A classification of WAM tasks into pushing, search

ing, enclosure, and exclusion is presented and examples of each are given. A technique
for describing the task kinematics and compliance in terms of compliant line motions is
presented. Compliance control requirements are discussed in light of these task require
ments.

Implementation of the kinematic solutions and control for whole-arm tasks is de

scribed for the MIT-vVAM robot. The inverse kinematic problem of placing the last link
of the robot along a desired line is derived and the resulting transformations are ap
plied to a maximum path deviation algorithm to plan manipulator motions. The endtip
cartesian kin.emati{:s is derived and applied to the problem of sensing the location and

Inagnitude of a cOhtact force. Experimental results are presented for an approach to
contact which uses joint torque information to determine contacts. Finally, we descri be
an application of the system to the whole-arm task of searching for a set of objects.

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Kenneth Salis bury

Research Scientist
Laboratory of Artificial Intelligence
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Chapter 1

Introduction

181 Present Robots

Robot tasks can be grouped into two general types based on how the task changes

the environment. A non-contact task, such as spray painting and welding, involves

manipulating an end-effector to cause an effect a~ a distance. Machining, grinding, and

assembly use the end-effector to exert forces directly on the environment and are classified

as contact tasks. Contact and non-contact tasks have been studied extensively in the

literature and similarities in manipulator designs and control strategies have resulted.

In a typical non-contact task, the manipulator is required to move a heavy end

effector (e.g. a weld.ing gun or spray painting tool) through its workspace precisely and

rapidly. The driving robot design goals are the repeatibility, accuracy, and speed of the

end-effector. Resulting designs have tended to be constructed of rigid links driven by

powerful actuators. Design criterion for this type of manipulator can be found in Youcef

Toumi [Youcef-Toumi 8.5] and Asada (Asada 841. Excellent treatments of end-effector

control can be found in ..~sada and Slotine [Asada and Slotine 86], and Craig [Craig 87].
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Contact tasks can be subdivided once luore into two sub-categories: Tasks which mod

ify the contacted object 'Is geometry~ such as machining and grinding, and tasks "'''hich

move objects into new configurations (e.g. assembly). The first type of task requires a

rigid manipulator capable of exerting large forces on the \vorkpiece, powerful actuators

and rigid links are the resulting design. The second function requires a robot that can

interact with the environment with a controllabl~ interaction force. l\Ianipulator compli

ance and force control, are techniques for controlling the interaction with feedback. Only

recently have manipulators been designed specifically for force control.

•.\sada [...:\sada, Kanade 81] and \'-oucef-Toumi [Youcef-Toumi 85} constructed direct

drive arms for force control to eliminate transmission backlash, a source of limit cycling in

force and position controlled manipulators. ...\n [..:\n 86], using the 4.\sada direct-drive arm,

successfully implemented algorithms to control the interaction force at the end-effector

Townsend [Townsend 88] (the l\IIT-\V..\:\I arnl) and DiPietro [DiPietro 88] built cable

driven robots to reduce backlash and friction and consequently improve the performance

of force control systems. One of the objects of this thesis is to demonstrate the success

of the MIT-Wi\M cable driven arm in achieving active compliance.

Compliant control has also been studied in the field of hand manipulation. Salisbury

[Salisbury 84b] and Jacobsen [Jacobsen 84J, [Jacobsen 86] describe the design of complex

hands. Chiu [Chiu 85] and Narasimhan ~::';arasimhan 87J discuss compliance control a.!1d

kinematics issues for multiple point grasps. Research in dexterous hands has mostl~y

focused on grasps involving contact between each of the fingers and the manipulated

object at the fingertips. Fingertip grasps enable precise control of the object and adroit
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object manipulation, but limit the anlount of force \vhich can be exerted on the workpiece.

Inner-link grasps~ or power grasps~ where contacts occur at more then one point along a

link are more stable ia the face of environnlental disturbances and can exert higher forces

on a grasped object. However, they are geometrically more complicated and consequently

more difficult to analyze.

Future robotic tasks will require more than just end-effector or endtip manipulation.

Robots are beginning to enter the construction industry, the service industries, light

manufacturing, and assisting in space and underwater environments. Robots might be

used to sort baggage for the airlines, to nl0ve packages at UPS and the post office, to

inspect and repair nuclear facilities, to paint buildings, and clean floors. All of these

tasks take place in an unstructured environment. In contrast to the factory floor, all

of the objects in the manipulators workspace are not under human control. People,

animals, robots and other rapidly moving objects may be present. Objects which are to

be manipulated are not precisely located. ,t\. manipulator, or autonomous vehicle, that is

going to work in this en\lironment, must be able to adapt to the changing environment

and conform to surfaces when the inevitable collision occurs.

To operate in an unstructured environment, robots need to possess a number of

important features. They need a variety of real-tirne sensing capabilities including contact

sensing, tactile sensing, force sensing, and real-time vision systems. Collisions will occur,

and the manipulator must be designed to survive the collisions and not damage the object

with which it has collided. The machine will have to manipulate a wide range of object

geometries, sizes, and weights. This will require a variety of techr:iques for nlanipulating
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the objects. Lastly a flexible, adaptable control algorithnl and programming structure

will be needed to Ct'ntrol the robot.

1.2 Thesis O~"erview

This thesis will explore the concept of whole-arm manipulation (\VAlVl) for control of

robots in an unstructured environnlent. First put forth by Salisbury [Salisbury 87] and

elaborated on by Salisbury et al. [Salisbury 88] and by Townsend [Townsend 88], a WAM

manipulates objects with all of its moving surfaces. A set of geonletric and kinematic

design criteria for this type of manipulator is given in [Townsend 88] and [Salisbury 88]

and is briefly reviewed in chapter 2. Whole-arm manipulation requires robust force

control and consequently places constraints on robot design. These design issues are

reviewed in chapter 3.

Chapter 2 describes \\J~holc-arm manipulation in detail and describes a possible tax

onomy of tasks that can be accomplished without an end-effector. The concept of "line

manipulation" is introduced and its kinematic relationships derived in order to aid task

specificat ion.

Chapter 3 discusses control issues for unstructured environments. Present force con

trol techniques are reviewed briefly. The requirements for a clean mechanical system

require(\ fur force control are also reviewed. Techniques for estimating and controlling

the nonlinear effects in the mechanism and motor controllers is presented. Lastly, an

overview of the control approach used in our implementation of \\t~hole-arm control is

described.
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Throughout this thesis, the ernphasis is on actual iIllplenlentation and experirnent.

The last chapters, then, are a case study of whole-arIll kinematics and control. Chapter-!

de5cribes the kinematic issues for \vhole-arnl nlanipulation as applied to our manipulator .

..-\fter a brief description of the arm's geoIlletry, the kinenlatic relationship for the endtip

location in cartesi~ "'pace as well as the kinematic relationship between the line formed

by the last link and lines specified in cartesian space are derived. Lastly, the generation

of join t trajectory motions from cartesian or line nl0tions is detailed.

Chapter .5 reports on the ilnplementation of the stiffness control system described

In Chapter 3. The computer hardware and software used for the real-tinle system IS

described. Finally the effects of the nonlinear feedfor\\Tard compensation is discussed.

Chapter 6 describes manipulator performance results. The ~tiffness of the lVIIT-"V..~~I

is presented. 'The bandwidth of the manipulator and the range of controllable forces is

described. Lastly, application of the line kinema.tics and stiffness to whole-arm tasks is

presented.

Chapter 7 r~views the major points of the tilesis and presents directions for future

research.



Chapter 2

WAM Tasks and Kinematics

2.1 Whole-Arm Manipulation (WAM)

The ideas in whole-arm manipulation are derived from the requirements for manipulation

in an unstructured environment. Unlike conventional robots which focus on endtip ma

nipulation, a robot designed for whole-arm manipulation (WA~I) is designed to contact

and manipulate the environment with all of its moving surfaces. A robot designed for

whole arm manipulation should have certain characteristics. Townsend [Townsend 88]

lists these as:

• The geometry of the links should be clean and free of dangling wires and protrusions

'Nhich could snag on the environment .

• The link surface should be covered with a compliant surface to minimize the im

pact forces. This covering should have Coulomb like frictional properties to aid in

manipulation.

12
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• The links should be long and slender so that the range of objects v,,~hich can be

grasped is maximized. Long, slender links (links \~.;ith a high aspect ratio) OCCupY"

the smallest amount of the manipulator~s workspace.

• The manipulator should be able to exert a wide range of stable forces on the

environment. (Conditions for this are revie\ved in chapter 3).

• The design should be robust and of nlinimurn complexity..

A robot constructed in this way can use all of its surfaces to manipulate objects. This

increases the range of object sizes and weights which can be accommodated. Generall~l,

substantially heavier objects can be moved by pushing with the edges of a link then can

be moved by lifting with the end-effector. Since tp~ torques on the manipulator joints

caused by an external force vary proportionately with the distance from the joints, it is

clear that much heavier objects can be moved near the joints than at the end-effector.

Control in an unstructured environment requires the ability to detect the location

of contact. In view of the requirenlent of minilnum complexity, we wish to use the

manipulator as a conta~tif0~ce sensor. In certain configurations, the contact forces and

the contact location can be inferred from measuring the joint torques. This is exarruned

in greater detail in chapter 4. The joint torques can be determined by either u~ing torque

sensors or by using a low friction transtllission and a high-quality actuator system ..

Given a manipulator designed in this way, the set of tasks which can be acconlplished

must be examined. There are nUIIlerous examples in human activity and human con

trolled equipment where manipulation using inner link contact is import.ant. Surfaces
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can be used to gain leverage for an arm and increase the capacity of a strong end-effector

to move objects (vVest 87]~ Humans use their arnlS to cradle heavy loads~ use grasps

bet\\"een their arms and their bodies to constrain large objects, and use their shoulders

and sides of their arms to push on larg~ objects..A. back-hoe uses the sides of its shovel to

snlooth loads of earth..~ mason uses a trowel to push and smooth cement. Painting and

sanding, although accomplished with an end-effector, involve using the brush surface to

push paint along a surface~ :\11 of these tasks are examples of whole-arm manipulation.

The variety of WANI tasks can be grouped into four main categories: pushing, search

ing, enciosure, and exclusion. i\lthough this taxonomy is neither complete nor mutually

exclusive, it does encompass a variety of useful tasks~ Each of these tasks can be de

scribed by a kinematic relationship between the programmer's space of interest and joint

space by specifying the location, orientation, and nlotion of lines. This description can

be applied to one or many manipulators acting in concert.

2.2 Taxonomy of Tasks

In this section a set of fouf basic tasks is described to illustrate the types of tasks that

can be accomplished with the entire arm. Although this set of tasks is not necessarily

complete, it does provide a useful basis for developing a task level description of arm

motion.
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2.2.1 Pushing

1.5

Pushing is defined here as acting on an object with a force or set of forces to cause the

object to move, and is distinguished from grasping in that the object may not be fully

constrained by the manipulator contact forces. Many everyday tasks are accomplished

through pushing. Backhoes, bull-dozers, and most construction equipment work through

pushing. Package sorting and handling, moving heavy blocks, and straightening a deck

of cards are all accomplished through pushing.

Pushing can ;be used to manipulate objects that would otherwise be to heavy to

lift. By using kinematic constraints in the environment, objects can be aligned and

uncertainty in their orientation can be reduced. Consider the following example deri'tled

from ~Iason [ivlason and Salisbury 85]: A block is to be oriented with its long edge along

a fence as in figure 2.1. The fence translates in a direction, the line 0/ pushing, until

contact is made with the block. At this point, the motion of the block can be determined

by constructing the contact normal, at the contact location, and lines at an angle from

the contact normal eqtlal to the arc-tangent of the coefficient of friction. The sector

between the two lines is called the cone 0/ friction. If this sector passes entirely on one

side of the center of friction (as described by [Mason and. Salisbury 851), the direction

in which the block will rotate is given by the moment of the sector abollt the center of

friction.

[n the case where the center of friction lies within the cone of friction, the line of

pushing is used to determine the direct.ion of rotation. If the line of pushing passes to

the left of the center of friction, the block rotates clockwise. Unless the center of friction
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Line of Pushing

Cone of Friction

Block

Fence

Figure 2.1: Initial Contract with a Fence. If the cone of friction passes entirely to
the left of the center of friction the block will rotate clockwise. If the center of friction
lies within the cone of friction the line of pushing determines the direction of rotation.
The angle (} is equal to tan- 1 (J-L).

both lies along the line of pushing and lies within the friction cone, the block rotates and

comes into contact with the fence. This contact is stable if the lines of pushing through

the two touching block corners pass on either side of the c~nter of friction (see figure 2.2.

If gravity is the only force acting on the object in the vertical direction and if the

coefficient of friction is uniform between the object being pushed and the support surface,

the center of friction is at the object '5 center of gravity. The addition of forces in the

vertical direction, other than gravity, shifts the center of friction toward the applied force.

More detail can be found in [Mason and Salisbury 85J,

The block can now be in one of four states corresponding to each of the possible

edges. To select the long edge, the fence can be translated in the direction shown in

figure 2.3. If the coefficient of friction is sufficiently high, the block will fall and align
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Lines of Pushing

Block

Fence

Contact
Normal
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Figure 2.2: Stability of Pl1shing. The figure above has lines of pushing on both sides

of the center of friction. This is a stable push.

Block

Lines of Pushing

~/
/ Friction Cone

Fence

Figure 2.3: Unstable Push. Both lines of pushing pass to the left of the object's center

of friction. The object will rotate clockvlise until contact with the fence again is made.

Note that the center of friction lies within the cone friction for the right line of pushing.

If this condition is not satisfied, the block will slip along the fence and will not rotate.
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its long edge with the fence~ hO\~leVer~ if the coefficient of friction is too low, the block

will slip along the fence and the procedure \vill fail. Ho\\,'ever, if the fence is the edge

of a Illanipulator, and if there is a illethod available for determining which contizuration

the block is in, the manipulator can simply be actively repositioned approximately along

t he correct edge and the block alignment procedure repeated. This procedure can be

repeated for a number of blocks and, with the addition of the ability to sense contact

between the manipulator and another object\ can be used to arrange a set of blocks in a

regular pattern \vithout grasping the blocks.

The procedure is robust to errors in the location of the block and cr..libration errors.

If the last link contacts the block in such a way that when the block finishes rotating the

entire edge of the block lies along the last link, the manipulation will succeed. Dependir:g

on the length of the link and the length of the block, there could be a large region of

successful contact locations. In addition to the robustness of the procedure, the link IIlay

be able to align multiple blocks with a single push.

The analysis of pushing assumed that we could translate a fence or line in a given

direction. The structure of an actual manipulator will impose constraints on the motion

of the contact points. For a two-degree-of-freedom manipulator, pushing is accomplished

by translating the line which pass~s through the last link. In order to translate this

line in the direction perpendicular to the line, the second link must move along the line.

'Thus, the a.ctual line of pushing is not aligned with the direction of motion of the line"

instead th.e true direction is shown by the path in figure 2.4. The object moves along this

path if the coefficient of friction bet\veen the block and the manipulator is large enough
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Desired Directioll

Translating

Line

UJI-t------ -- - - - - -

Figure 2.4: Translation of a Block with a Robot Link. .t\ two degree-of-freedom

robot cannot push a block in a straight line.

to prev~nt slipping. To remedy this problem, either the translation must be accepted

or the line can be rotated as it translates, and a surface a.t the end of the path can be

used to align the block..L\n additional solution to the problem is to allow the block to

slip aloilg the last link by using a low friction coating on the manipulator; however, by

allowing slippage the location of the block along the manipulator becomes more difficult

to determine.

For a spatial manipulator with more than two freedoms, the problem can be overcome.

In the example shown in figure 2 ..5, a fouf degree-af-freedom manipulator is being used

to push a block. The line of pushing can be translated in the desired direction by re-

orienting the last link along the face of the block. If the location of the manipulator~s

last link is projected into the plane of support, it can be seen that the projection of the
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Desired Path

Plane of
Support

Spherical Joint

Figure 2..5: Pushing a block with a four degree-of-freedom robot. ..~s the ma
nipulator pushes on the object in the desired direction, the orientation of the last link
changes along the face being pushed.

last link translates in the directioIl of the desired line of pushing.

2.2.2 Search

Search is defined here as moving a compliant kinematic structure through the workspace

in order to detect objects by colliding with them. In searching, as opposed to pushing,

the manipulator must not cause the object to move when the contact is made or while the

object is being explored. Given a manipulator, limits to the size and weight of objects

which can be searched can thus be defined.

In order to perform a search, the manipulator must have a way to detect collisions

and an efficient procedure for splitting the \\Torkspace into regions containing and not

containing objects. To make the search more efficient, subprocedures for maintaining
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Contact Location

F (Fx, Fy, Fz)

Line of Action

Figure 2.6: Identifying a contact. The four degree-of-freedom manipulator can deter
mine the contact location, line of action, and the magnitude of the force in this contact
example.

contact with an object should be defined. In addition to the geometry of the workspace,

the manipulator can be used to identify the apparent stiffness of the objects and the

frictional properties of the objects. Contact detection can be done with tactile sensors,

proximity sensors, or by sensing the joint torques. We choose to explore this last method

since it extends the utility of the robot by using it directly as a sensor.

Consider the four degree-of-freedom robot shown in figure 2.6. This manipulator can

sense fouf joint torques along the axes labeled (Jl' (}2' 1)3' and 1)4. By assuming that the

contact force is a single contact along the last link with no torque about the contact,

the contact location and the force vector can be determined in most configurations.

The contact force contains three parameters (Fx , Fy , F=) and the contact location is

a single parameter (L, the distance along the link where the contact occurs ) for four
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Translating
Line

- - - - - - - - --------....----- - - - - - - - - - ~
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Figure 2.7: Searching a plane with line motions. The figure shows a two degree-of
freedom manipulator searching a plane with line nlotions. The line translates in one direc
tion, and then reverses direction when the manipulator reaches the end of its workspace.
By using a line, the amount of area searched is much greater then with an endtip point
search.

measurements and four unknowns. For a given L, the torques are equal to the product

of the forces with the manipulator Jacobian transpose. However, in the contact problem

the Jacobian is a function of the unknown contact location L, implying that a closed

form solution is not equivalent to the inverse of the Jacobian transpose. In section 4.2.3

a numerical solution to the contact problem is derived and issues relating to convergence

and error conditioning are discussed.

A simple partition of the workspace can be created by moving the links along surfaces

of interest until a contact is obtained. The surfaces could be specified by the motion of

two points on the surface as a function of time. The line connecting the two points would

then specify the motion of the manipulator. By using lines, the amount of area which



Block
Contact is ~Iaintained

with the Block

Figure 2.8: Mapping the Shape of a Block. i\.fter nlaking contact with the block,
the manipulator maintains contact with the block as it continues the se.lrch.

is eliminated from consideration is significantly greater then for an endtip search (figure

2.7) but, the resolution is less.

For the contact portion of the search, the manipulator conforms to the object and

performs a compliant search. For example, in the case of the block shown in figure

2.8, the manipulator would apply a small bias force into the block to maintain contact

as it moved over the block. Ad(!itional i:G.fofll1e..tion can be gleaned from the search by

rocking the end-effector and noting the maximUln distance along which the contact can

be maintained. More sophisticated techniques for ~earch and object identification, or

haptics, are an active area of research.
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2.2.3 Enclosure

Enclosure is defined here as the creation of a kineIllatic structure around an object such

that the object is at rest in a stable equilibriunl. Grasping and enclosure are effectively

equivalent, where we extend grasping to include grasps using robot links. vVhile there

have been many analytic results for fingertip (dexterous) grasps, few analytic results have

been derived for innerlink (power) grasps.

'/'lith a lNhole-arm-manipulator, we are presented with a Illanipulator, or a set of

manipulators, that can perform both types of grasps. Figure 2.9 shows a set of W.A.NI

rnanipulators performing an inner link grasp on a set of cylinders. Figure 2.10 shows a set

of manipulators performing a dexterous grasp on a block. This concept of \V..\M nlanip

ulators as large hands can be extended snlaller, and larger, by having small manipulators

attached to the large manipulator at convenient locations.

There are two ways to perfornl an enclosure with the inner links. In figure 2.9, a rigid

kinematic structure is formed by the manipulators' links and then the objects are placed

into this structure. In this case, the objects settle under the force of gravity into the

constraining shape defined by the manipulators' links. Alternatively for a power grasp,

a compliant kinematic structure, formed from the manipulator's links, can be placed

around the object, and then the stiffness of the structure can be increased while keeping

the structure in contact \\"ith the objects. In this type of grasp, the manipulator confornls

to the object. For both types of grasps there are a large number of possible contact points

and geometries which will form a stable grasp. 'Therefore to generate an enclosure'l \\?e

suggest that the final contact location need not be specified; rather, a technique for



Figure 2.9: Holding Firewood. Two W.~l\tI manipulators are used in: this example to
perform an inner link grasp on a set of cylinderical objects.

Figure 2.10: Holding A Block. Three WANI manipulators are used in this example to
perform a dexterous grasp on a block.



generating a set of line motions such that the object is guaranteed to lie ¥/"ithin a stable

contact region should be specified. This type of procedure \~/ould be inherently robust to

errors in robot calibration and location nleasurements. Such a procedure, is a topic for

future research.

2.2.4 Exclusion

Exclusion is defined here as the creation of a kinematic structure that tends to prevent

objects from entering a defined region. ~.\lthough this structure "","ill push on objects

which attempt to enter the region, exclusion is different from pushing because the robot

is not trying to move any particular object at a given instant. The structure must be

stable under impulse loadings and the holes in the structure must be sufficiently small.

The size of the holes must be snlaller then the smallest projection of any object of interest

onto a plane. Exclusion includes catching and blocking objects.

2.3 Summary

~~ll of the basic tasks, pushing, searching, enclosure, and exclusion, invoi -~l'e contact with

the environment along link edges. The kinematics of each task can be specified by the

motion and position of lines through the links. In each example, the contact location

along a link was not specified; instead, a line of possible contact locations and the di

rection of link motion was specified. Because of the large number of possible contact

locations, the procedures are robust to errors in locating the object. By allowing con

tact along the whole manipulator, the range of object sizes and weights which can be
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Figure 2.11: Hockey Stick Catching a Puck. An Example of Exclusion
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manipulated is extended beyond what would be available with end-effector grasping.

Control for the above set of tasks requires the ability to apply and control the inter

action forces while moving across the workpiece. This requires an understanding of the

control issues involved with force control and is discussed in chapter 3.



Chapter 3

WAM Control

This chapter addresses the issues involved with controlling a whole-arm manipulator so

that it interacts with the environment in a stable and useful manner. We will review

some of the approaches that have been taken by others to solve the problem of force

control or compliant control. We will, then, discuss some recent results in the literature

which are the motivation for our approach to whole-arm control.

3.1 Requirements

\Vhole-arm manipulation involves doing work on objects in a controllable and stable

manner. The control system must be robust to a wide range of environment impedances,

contact locations, and manipulator kinematic configurations. The manipulator must be

able to collide with objects without causing excessive forces. During contact, the system

lllust be able to apply and measure the forces of interaction.

..~ whole-arm manipulator is designed to interact with the environment along all of its

moving surfaces. Since the effective impedance of the envirc!.lment, for a point contact,

28
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varies with the square of the contact's distance £rOIll the joint, the contact inlpedance

varies \v'idely as the contact location changes. The ilnpedance for a line contact can

change dramatically with a sITlall change in joint angles. A line contact has the interaction

force distributed along the length of the link; consequently, materials usually considered

soft will appear to be quite stiff at the manipulator joints. A slight change of angle could

change a line contact along a box to an edge, or point, contact causing a large change in

the impedance.

The initial contact between the manipulator and the environment can cause sudden

impact loads, to which the system must be robust. In addition to stability, we require

that the controller exhibit smooth transitions from free motion to constrained motion

without excessive bouncing. The forces induced by impact must be minimized not only

to prevent both damage to the manipulator and the object, but also to prevent moving

the object during a searching procedure. The itnplication is that the speed of approach of

the manipulator must be low and that the Illanipulator arid controller must be designed

to minimize the initial contact loads.

Lastly, the manipulator must be able to apply a desired force and measure the forces

of interaction. The forces could be controlled directly by closing a force control loop

with sensors along the manipulator, or the forces of interaction can be inferred from the

commanded/sensed joint torques. The reasons we have chosen to use the joint torques

to con.trol the forces of interaction are presented in the next section. This choice has

implications for the design of both the controller and the robot nlechanism.
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3.2 Compliant Control/Force Control

;30

The control of the forces of interaction between a manipulator and the en vironment has

been the focus of considerab~e research under the general heading of force control. There

are many inlplementations of force controllers. Approaches which make use only of the

interaction forces are termed explicit force controllers [Nevins and \Vhitney i3}. Other

methods use both force infornlation and position or velocity information to control force.

These nlethods include stiffness control [Salisbury 80], damping control [Whitney 77],

and impedance control [Hogan 84J. ~~ll of these methods use force information to alter

position or velocity loops. Hybrid control [Raibert and Craig 81], resolves the robot path

into directions of either pure force control or pure position control. All of these schemes

are reviewed in [Whitney 85]. The approach in this thesis is based on stiffness control

which can be considered a subset of impedance control.

l\'Iany experimenters have found that force control algorithms are difficult to stabilize

and that limit cycles within the system Of, chattering on the surface of the workpiece,

often result. In order to stabilize the system, the bandwidth of the force controller

has often had to be reduced. Eppinger [Eppinger 87] examined the role of manipulator

structural dynamics and compensator dynamics on instability and bandwiJ.~n. Lawrence

[IJawrence 88] examined the effects of computational time delays on the bandwidth of an

impedance controller. An [An 86] viewed force feedback as high gain position feedback

and found that unmodeled high frequency dynamics caused stability problems. Wlassich

[Wlassich 86] discovered that if the desired mass for an impedance controller was less

than the actual mass, the manipulator became unstable against a stiff environment. The
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Figure 3.1: A Simple Robot Compliance Control Task

effects of force feedback and the difficulty of force feedback stabilization can best be

understood in the framework presented in [Hogan 84].

3.2.1 IInpedance Control

..~ requirement of whole-arm manipulation is the ability to do work on the environment.

This implies that along any direction in which work will be performed both velocity and
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Figure 3.2: Bond Graph Equivalent Network for Robot COldpliance Control



forces v;ill be generated, and the controller needs to assunle SOIlle level of control over

both. C'ausality arguments show that it is impossible for a system to dictate bot h the

velocity and the force at a given contact [Rosenberg and Karnopp 83l, but that t.he rela

tionship between the contact force and the contact velocity (the manipulator impedance)

and the contact velocity may be specified. This approach to contact control is known as

impedance controL

The robot's environment may appear as either an admittance, which accepts forces

and yields motions or as an impedance which accepts motions and yields forces. In

practice most of the objects in the environment appear as fairly rigid IIlasses and are

thus best modelled as an admittance. For example, a block sliding on a table presents an

inertial mass and a frictional resistance to an applied force. The mass accepts force inputs

and integrates the force to give the position and velocity of the mass at any given time. It

does not make physical sense to talk about the mass accepting ri. velocity input since this

would require infinite force. A consequence of the environment acting as an admittance

is that the manipulator should appear as an impedance. Hence, the manipulator should

accept motion commands and return forces.

An impedance control algorithm is specified by the desired effective endtip mass,

stiffness, and damping at the manipulation location. A controller is implemented which

causes the manipulator to approach this behavior at low frequencies. The desired impedance

is given as:

[18 2 + (78 + K]~4\(S) == LlF(s), (3.1 )

where s is the Laplace operator, I is the desired inertia matrix, C is the desired damping,
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x

Figure 3.3: Closed Loop Dynamic System: Robot interacting witt. the environ
ment. F is the interaction force, --"Y is the vector of plant states, Gd is the force feedback
gain, L is the transfer function from the environmental forces to joint torques, F( x, u, t)
is the robot plant dynamics, and G is the full state feedback transfer function.

K is the desired stiffness, .:Y is a vector of generalized displacements, and F is the vector

of generalized forces. The problem is to find gains Cd and G (shown in the general control

structure in figure 3.3) to make the manipulator approach the target dynamics for low

frequencies. A nonlinear impedance control algorithm which accomplished this can be

found in [Wlassich 86]. An eigenstructure assignment approach for the small motion

linearized dynamics can be found in [Kazerooni 85].

The dynamics of the robot can be expressed in nonlinear form as:

H(q)ij + C(q, q)q + G(q) == T, (3.2)

where H is the inertia of the robot, C is the matrix of centrifugal and coriolis effects, G

is the vector of gravity induced torques, and q is the~ vector of generalized joint positions



[.-\.sada and Slotine 86J. This equation can be linearized about an operating point to

produce the equation of motion:

(3.3 )

Kazerooni shows that if the desired mass I is equal to the actual nlanipulator mass

H, expressed in the coordinate system of the inlpedance controller, no force feedback is

necessary.

Similarly, Wlassich found that the effect of force feedback in an impedance controller

was to modify the apparent mass at the end-effector. Negative force feedback decreases

the apparent mass and positive force feedback increases the apparent mass. Without

force feedback, the desired mass nlust equal the actual manipulator mass.

Impedance control can be implenlented in two ways. An inner, stiff position and

velocity loop can be implemented on the robot and an outer force loop can be used to

decrease the effective stiffness. Alternatively, an inner loop based on torque, and an outer

position or velocity loop can be implemented.

The first method, position based impedance control, is the approach most often stud

ied. Most industrial robots come with very stiff inner position/velocity controllers be

cause this type of controller masks some of the inherent mechanical nonlinearities in

the transmission and actuator. The effects of torque ri ... pIe, motor brush friction, gear

ing friction and backlash are all reduced by the addition of a ~igh gain velocity con

troller. However, the endpoint force controller then becomes a non-rolocated controller

and the intervening actuator and robot dynamics limit the gain that can be achieved

([Cannon 83J, [Eppinger 87], [Kazerooni 8,5J, and [An 86J).
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Figure 3.4: Effect of Time De
lay on the Stability Boundary
for Position Based Impedance
Control. Results are representa
tive of an experiment by [Lawrence
88].

Figure 3.5: Effect of Time Delay
on the Stability Boundary for
Torque Based Impedance Con
trol. Results are representative of
an experiment by [Lawrence 88].

The effect of the computational time delay has a very different effect for the torque

based versus the position based impedance controller. Figure 3.2.1 shows the effect of

the time delay on the two different implementations. For a position based system, low 4

stiffness can only be achieved by making the target impedance highly overdamped but,

high stiffness can be achieved with httle or no target impedance damping. The torque

based approach has the opposite characteristic. High stiffness can only be achieved with

significant damping in order to cause the target impedance to be critically damped.

Similarly low stiffness require low damping.

For a whole-arm manipulation controller, we require critically damped response for

a wide range of stiffness values. This coupled with the difficulties presented by the

unmodeled dynamics in the position based approach lead us to the development of a
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systenl based on torque based inlpedance control and no interaction force feedback.

3.3 Torque Based Impedance Control

In ~ torque based approach to impedance control, an inner loop based on torque is placed

around each joint actuator. This inner loop can be based on the current into the motor,

\vith a linear relationship assumed between the motor current and the motor torque, or

joint torque sensors can be placed on each motor. ..L\ few researchers have used joint

torques to control the interface forces between the robot and the environment. Wu and

Paul [Wu 80] implemented a joint torque sensor for a single joint manipulator. They used

an inner velocity loop on the actuator for damping and closed the torque loop around a

harmonic drive transmission. Luh, Fisher, and Paul [Luh 83] implemented torque servos

on each of the joints of the Stanford manipulator. The torque servos were used primarily

to reduce the frictional effect in the joints and harmonic drive. They observed that a limit

cycle occurred in the control loop due to the backlash in the harmonic drive. An [An 86]

used the motor currents to infer the joint torques on the ~1IT-DDARM. He experimented

\vith using only the motor currents, the motor current in conjunction with a force sensor,

and using a force sensor alone.

Because joint torque control systems are colocated controllers, they have inherently

higher bandwidth. Further, for an impedance controller, the stiffness of the controller

is directly controlled by the position feedback gain, and the range of stiffnesses is not

as limited by the conlputational delay. However, this type of implementation has some

inherent drawbacks. Since the controller is colocated, the acceleration of the effective
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manipulator mass effects the applied force. Without force sensing, we lose the ability

to nlodulate the apparent mass through feedback. Any nonlinearities in the rTIotor and

transmission which occur after the torque feedback \\rill not be attenuated by the force

control loop. Any friction, motor ripple, stiction, and backlash will be felt at the open

loop values. Therefore, the manipulator must be designed to minimize these effects.

Because the target mass is identical to the desired mass, a torque based impedance

controller reduces to a stiffness control algorithm. The control law becomes:

T

q

G(q) + JT KJq + Bq (3.4)

(3.5 )

where G( q) is the vector of gravity compen.sation terms, .! is the Jacobian matrix for

relating the joint velocities to the generalized velocities at the contact location, K is a

symmetric positive definite matrix of stiffness gains, B is a symmetric positive definite

matrix of damping gains, q is a vector of generalized joint positions, and qd is a vector

of desired joint positions. The algorithm can be shown to he stable in all configurations

(see [Asada and Slotine 86J).

3.3.1 Mechanical Issues and Effects

There are two approaches to torque based force control. The torque can be sensed, or

the motor current can be sensed and the torque inferred from the motor current. We

chose to use the motor currents which reduces the numher of sensors required in the

system and increase the reliability of the overall system. However, we must face the

problems of torque ripple, cogging, and deadband in the motors; friction, backlash and
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Figure 3.6: Configuration of a Brushless Motor Controller

deadzone in the transmission, and large bias forces from the gravity loading. Each of

these effects must be modelled and compensated. Each of these effects is examined in

the next sections; and compensation and design approaches to minimize the effects are

suggested.

Brushless Motors: Torque Ripple, Cogging~ and Deadzone

A typical three-phase brushless motor and controller has a configuration similar to the one

shown in figure 3.6. The controller gets position feedback through a bruslliess resolver.

The position data is used to select commutation values for two of the three phases. Each

of the computed values is then multiplied by a current command. At this point the third
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phase is generated by subtracting the first t\~.. o phases. a~ current loop is then closed

on e2ch of the phase's sensed current, using either hall effect sensors or resistors, to

determine the motor voltage necessary for each phase.

1 he advantage of t.he brushless Illotor is the lack of brush friction; however, brush

less rnotors can have as mucll or more ripple and cagging as brushed torquers because

presently available motors have fewer poles. Torque ripple is the variation in motor

torque with angular position and is quoted as a percentage of commanded torque. Cog

ging, is the variation in motor torque that occurs when no torque is being commanded,

and is usually a fixed value independent of the commanded torque. Lastly, most motor

controllers have a torque deadband.

One source for these problems is current loop deadband in the controller. Experi

mentally Paul [Paul 87] showed that deadband in the current loop produces ripple at all

integer multiples of the fundamental driving frequency. Significant ripple and cogging

can also arise from the spatial harmonics in the magnetic field within tIle motor.

The effects of cogging and ripple can be reduced by modifying the commutation ta

bles in the motor controller or by adding a comnlutation table to the servo computer to

modify the commanded torque. The latter approach is used in this thesis. By carefully

measuring the zero-speed ripple and cogging, a table of torque correction values was

created that reduced the cogging from 1.0 in-Ib to 0.2 in-Ib for a 13.5 in-Ib torque com

mand. Additional information on implelnentation, measurement and velocity dependence

is presented in section 5.2.1. The deadzone in the motor controller can be compensated

as though it were joint friction and is examined in the section on friction compensation.
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Backlash and Keys
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Backlash can be present in any mechanical systenl that uses gears to transmit power or

keyways to couple shafts. Backlash in the systeIll degrades performance in a nunlber of

ways. Inside a control loop, it can cause linlit cycles damaging to the components, and

position errors in motor based position measurelllents.

In a previous implementation, [Salisbury 88], a keyway coupling a single joint test

bed to the drive motor was found to decouple the joint from the motor for small motions.

This led to a decrease in effective damping for the joint and to a nonlinear behavior in

the overall system. This behavior was manifest by excitation of the first dynamic mode

of the system, at 60 Hz, by a command to the motor at 20 Hz.

In any implementation of a whole-arm manipulation systenl, it is very important

that backlash between the actuators and the output links be eliminated. This is accom

plished in the MIT-WAM manipulator, by the use of terminated cables as a transmission

mechanism. This transmission has been shown to have zero backlash and very low fric

tion. A detailed description of the transmission and the mechanical design principles for

the transmission can be found in [Townsend 88] and [DiPietro 88]. The transmission is

connected to the motor through a tapered shaft which eliminates the backlash of the

keyway.

J oint Friction and Controller Deadzone

Friction in the system takes a form similar to (;oulomb friction in the joints, VISCOUS

losses in the motor bearings, and in the command d~adzone in the motor controller. We
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have found that with a cable transnlission, the greatest source of friction becomes the

motor.

In order to compensate for the CouloIub friction, in the context of our stiffness con

troller, we have designed a switching cornpensator which applies an additional torque in

the direction of desired motion. This control law takes the form of:

Tf == - {1 sgn ( ij) , (3.6 )

\vhere Tf is small correction torqlle for friction, jl is an estimate of the magnitude of

friction, sgn is the sign function, and ij is the difference between desired and a.ctual joint

coordinates defined in equation 3 ..5.

This control law has the effect of compensating for friction when the systenl is moving

toward the desired location and adding additional friction when the system is moving

away from the desired location. Thus, the net effect is to drive the systenl toward the

goal location and to overcome friction. An analysis of a siIlgle degree-of-freedom system

with no viscous damping demonstrates the effect.

Consider a dynamic system with the equation of motion:

x+ x + j1sgn(z) = F. (3.7)

This equation describes a spring and a mass with Coulomb friction driven by a force F.

Now consider compensation of the form of equation 3.6. The combined system in phase

space IS:

y

y

-x - jJ. sgn (x) - J.l sgn (y).

(3.8 )

(3.9 )
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Figure 3.7: Phase Plane Plot of x == -x - it sgn (x) - J-l sgn (r) for JL small. The
range of critical points is 2lJL - it I.

If J.l =: it, the friction term and the compensation term will cant:el in the II and IV

quadrant of the phase plane (i.e. the system will move without apparent friction.) The

only critical point for this equation is at the origin. In the I and III quadrants, the

system will appear to have twice the friction. A locus of critical points exists for y == 0

and Ixl S; 21J.L - pi for this equation. The intersection of these critical points gives only

the origin as a true critical point and thus the system spirals in, as in figure 3.7.

A more rigorous proof can be given by defining the Lyapunov function:

(3.10)

This function is always positive except when both the position and velocity of the system

are zero. Taking the derivative of V:

v xx + xx

- x(jL sgn (x) + fl sgn (x ) ).

(3.11)

(3.12)
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For it ::; J.l, examination of all of t he possible COIllbinations of sgn (x) and sgn (x) shows

that ~r is zero only \vhen x = 0 and x = 0, or in the case when jL = J.L and x and x have

opposite sign. In the latter case the system equation beconles x+ x == 0 which is stable,

and will eventually enter a quadrant where it is less than zero. Therefore, with an an

estimate of friction less than or equal to the actual value of friction, this compensator is

stable and causes the system to approach the desired location with greater precision.

Additional analysis can be performed for small values of J-L, using the method of

averaging, to show that, for small values of it and J.l, jL can be greater than JL and

stability will still hold. The analysis also shows that friction, not the compensation,

removes energy from the system, and that tile conlpensatic:l has the effect of changing

the phase of the initial condition time response. This analysis is detailed in Appendix A.

Gravity Los.ding

The loads on the manipulator induced by gravity are also of significance for the torque

based approach. The gravity loads produce a large position dependent bias force in the

torques; which must be subtracted from the joint torques to calculate the torque due to

contact.

The affects of gravity can be reduced by effective robot design. By placing the ac

tuators on sections of the robot that are supported and transmitting the power through

a light weight transmission to the joints, the effecti ve nlass of the manipulator and the

torques due to gravity can be significantly reduced. This was done in the MIT-WAM

manipulator through the use of a cable transmission to act uate the last joint (see the
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drawing of the Inechanism in figure 4.1).

A.\tkenson [Atkenson 86] shows that the torques due to ~ravity are linear in the pa

rameters that determine the loading .. Thus the gravity loading is:

G(q) == F(q)u, (3.13)

where F( q) is a function of the kinematics and it is a set of parameters that determine

the loading for a particular geometry. The parameters can, therefore, be determined by

measur~ng the torques due to gravity in a number of locations and performing a linear

regression on the data.

Arm Mass and Transmission Design

In addition to the gravity loading, the mass distribution of the robot effects the inertia

loads and the contact forces.. For torque based force control, the inertia of the arm

should be minimized in order to match closely tIle torques from the motors with the

forces on the ~nvironment. Because our current control implementation lacks a model

of the inertial and Coriolis accelerations, we have found it necessary to limit the desired

arm acceleration.

By equating kinetic energy before collision to potential energy during collision, the

maximum impact force, Fi , is approximated by:

F, = v,JJ/kc ,

where J[ is the inertia of the arm n.long the line measured to the point of contact, kc is the

contact stiffness, and VI is t::e contact velocity. In order to nlinimize the impact forces,
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the velocity of approach should be linlitecl, the robot should be designed to miniluize the

backdriven mass, and the contact compliance should be increased. Thus, the acceleration

dependent backdrivability should be rnaximized for a whole-arm manipulator. Nlore

details on the requirements for good backdrivability can be found in [Townsend 88].

3.3.2 Line Stiffness

The stiffness term, K of JT K J, in the feedback law can be used to control the manipulator

in different spaces. As developed in chapter 2, line fictions are one possible representation

for whole-arm tasks. Thus, we introduce the concept of a line stiffness.

A line stiffness is a 4x4 stiffness nlatrix relating the restoring forces and moments to

the incremental motions of a line. In order to describe the differential motion, we affix a

frame to the line at any desired location. The orientation of the frame about the line is

also chosen. For a line, motions along the length of the line and rotations about the line

axis are not defined. The remaining four possible motions are related to the restoring

forces and moments by the stiffness matrix~

In a whole-arm task with stiffness, the controller updates the Jacobian and the stiff

ness matrix as the task proceeds. For a search task, with a line edge contact, the location

of the line frame could be defined as the contact location. To prevent large forces in the

contact direction, the line stiffness in the direction of contact should be chosen snlall.

As the contact location moves along the length of the manipulator, the line franle

would move with the contact, since the Jacobian relates joint velocities to line velocities

at the contact point, motion of the contact causes an update of the Jacobian. This update

keeps the center of stiffness at the contact location and the stiffness in the contact normal
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direction small. Line stiffness are, therefore, applied to a whole-arln task by defining the

required stiffnesses at a line frame and updating the location and orientation of the [raIne.

3.3.3 SUlDlIlary of Control Approach

In sumnlary, the control algorithm that is used for our implementation of whole-arIll

control is based on an impedance control formulation with the desired mass equal to

the actual manipulator mass. This choice reduces the impedance controller to a stiffness

controller.

The inner-loop of the controller is based on torque, giving the controller high band

width, and good stability margins. The choice of an inner-torque loop without an outer

force loop implies that the apparent manipulator mass cann.ot be modified through feed

back control. The manipulator, therefore must be designed to have a low effective endtip

mass or high acceleration-dependent backdrivability.

In addition, the lack of a distal force sensor implies that friction and backlash in

the joints and transmission cannot be attenuated through feedback control, although, a

feedfo!ward controller can reduce the effects of friction. TIle design of the manipulator

must inherently minimize these effects.

Lastly, because of the lack of a torque sensor in the inner-torque loop, the nonlin

earities in the motor cannot be attenuated by feedback. The motor's torque ripple and

cogging can be attenuated only through feed-forward compensation.

The final control algorithm contains position and velocity feedback to implement the

stiffness controller, a gravity feed-forward controller, a switching controller to attenuate

friction, and a torque ripple feedforward term to attenuate ripple and cogging. The terms
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Igravlty

T friction

T,.ipple

JTKJq+Bq

F(q)iL

Fjriction sgn( q)

Ll I r Ipple ( q),
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(3.14)

(3.15 )

(3.16)

(3.17)

where the values of a, F!riction, and LlTripple must be experimentally determined, and F( q)

depends on the manipulator kinematics. The implementation of this controller will be

discussed in chapter 5.

3.4 Conclusion

.0\ whole-arm manipulation system can interact with the environment with all of its

moving surfaces. Interaction involves issues of trajectory planning and compliant control.

The previous chapter provided a possible taxonomy of tasks for \vhole-arm manipulation

and suggested that each of these tasks could be represented by the motion of lines in

space. Effective control of the lines can be achieved by the use of line compliance.

In this cllapter, we have examined the issues involved with force control of manipu

lators. A whole-arm task does work on the environment; therefore, the controller must

assume some level of control of both the velocity and force along every axis. To control

the relationship between force and velocity, we have implemented a stiffness controller

with feedforward compensation.

The robustness of the system can be increased by implementing the controller as an
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inner joint torque (0ntroller and an outer position controller. This ilnplementation is an

example of colocated control and does not suffer the limitations on bandwidth imposed

by ~omputationaltitlle delay and Illanipulator dynalnics. The robustness of the controller

is further enhanced by the use of nlotor currents to infer joint torques.

However, by eliminating a interface force sensor the nonlinear effects of the transmis

sion and motor controller cannot be mitigated by feedback control. Effective mechanical

design and feedforward compensation techniques must be applied.

The remaining chapters are a case study of the MIT-\VAl\I manipulator for the con

cepts outlined in chapters 2 and 3.



Chapter 4

Manipulator Kinematics

The kinematics of a manipulator with n degrees of freedom is generally described as a

mapping from the n generalized joint coordinates to the location and orientation of the

endtip frame in a global cartesian frame of reference. This function is termed the forward

kinematics. Texts such as [Craig 87J, and [Asada and Slotine 86] describe procedures for

solving the forward problem.

The inverse problenl of taking the desired endtip location and solving for the required

joint angles is considerably more difficult and results in a one-to-many mapping if any

solutions exist. For manipulators with more freedoms than constraints, the mapping is

under-specified and additional constraints must be imposed.

Additional constraints can be derived from obstacle avoidance requirements, workspace

optimization, energy or torque minimization, or other criteria. Note that the need to

specify additional internal constraints arises because the task is being specified in terms

of locating the end-effector of a robot with n freedoms (with n > 6 for a spatial manip

ulator) in cartesian space which can provide at most six constraints. If other kinematic

49
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constraints were employed, the kinematic mapping would not be under-specified. Obsta

cle a.voidance, bracing, pllshing, searching, enclosure, :"!ld exclusion are all instances of

Inotions with additional kinematic constraints. In general these mappings specify where

intermediate links of the robot must or must not lie. For the MIT-WAM, the specification

of the location of a line on which the last link must lie provides four constraints which

are sufficient to specify a kinematic mapping.

In this chapter, we explore the forward kinematics and inverse kinematics for the MIT

WAlVl. After a description of the manipulator geometry, we derive the endpoint inverse

kinematic relationships. This set of relations is derived both to move the endpoint in

cartesian space and to understand the contact problem for whole-arm manipulation. The

redundancy of the manipulu.tor for endpoint kinenlatics will be resolved simply by using

the ()3 joint angle as a free parameter which must be specified.

Line kinematics are introduced by a section on the specification of lines and the

important properties of lines. This set of properties is applied to the forward kinematic

problem of describing the location of the line through the last link of the manipulator

given the manipulator joint angles. Then, the inverse kinematic problem of finding a set

of joint angles to place the last link along the axis of a given line is derived by a series of

geometric transformations. Lastly, the concept of a line Jacobian is introduced.

4.1 Manipulator Geometry

Figure 4.1 shows the locations of the joint axes for the manipulator, which are labeled

81 , 82 , 83 , and f)4. The 81 axis is vertical and has a range of 350°. The 82 axis intersects
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Figure 4.1: The MIT-WAM Man~puiator
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the f)l axis at right angles and has a range of 2700
• The 03 axis intersects the f)2 axis and

the (}l axis at right angles and has a range of 3000
• The 84 axis is located away [roln the

base and is perpendicular to and slightly offset fronl the 03 axis and has a range of 22.5°.

Each joint is driven by a cable transrnission powered by Moog 300-003 DC brushless

motor. (See [Townsend 88J for more details on the transmission.) Each transmission

stage includes a two-stage 30:1 reduction (20:1 in the fourth joint) located at the driven

joint. The 01 transmission drives its joint directly. The f)2 and ()3 joints are powered by

two motors acting through a cable differential.1 The last joint is powered from a motor

attached at the differential by a long cable transmission passing through the center of

link three. The transformation from motor coordinates to joint coordinates is given by:

()I
1 0 0 0 f)mlNt

()2 0 -I 1 0 f) m 22N2 2NJ (4.1 )
()3 0 -I -1 0 Om3N2 NJ

84 0 0 0 1 f} m 4
Not

where 8m , are the motor positions and

( N1 N2 N3 N4 ) == ( 29.97 30.40 30.40 19.15 ) .

4.2 Endtip Kinematics

The endtip cartesian kinematics is derived in this section. Homogeneous transform no-

tation will be used to derive the forward kinematics. This convention is widely used,

though with slightly different link numbering schemes. We will use tIle approach de

tailed in [Craig 87J. The forward kinematic transforms can then be used to propagate

1 MIT has applied for patent protection of the concept on which the design of this cabled differential
is based.
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joint velocities out to the last frame to find the differential or ."Jacobian" relationship

between the endtip velocity and the joint angular velocities in the lftst frame. This

relationship is applied to the collision detection and location problem described in sec-

tion 2.2.2. Lastly, the inverse kinematic relationship for the endpoint location is derived.

This relationship has a single degree of redundancy which is resolved by allowing 03 to

be a free parameter set by the programmer.

4.2.1 Forward KineInatics

The kinenlatics of the manipulator is defined by a set of frames shown in figure 4.2.

The franles follo\v the conventions for the Denavit-Hartenberg notation as detailed in

[Craig 87].2

The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for the arm, with this set of frames, are listed in

the following table:

coordinate link
frame twist link link joint

nunlber (radians) length offset angle
1, lli-l ai-l di ()

1 0 0 0 91

2 7r/2 0 0 (}2

3 -1r/2 0 £3 03

4 1r/2 A3 0 (}4

.5 -7(/2 -A4 L 4 0

2This convention differs from other authors' conventions in the location of frame i with respect to
joint i. Craig places the frame i-I at the beginning of link i-I.
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L3 and L 4 are the inner and outer link lengths, 22 inches and 17..) inches..4 3 and A 4

are the offsets in the lllanipulator, 1.6 inches and 1.1 inches.

• (li is the angle between Zi and Zi+l measured about the ~tl axis.

• ai is the distance from Zi and Zt+l measured along the Xl axis.

• di is the distance from X1 - 1 and Xi measured along the Zi axis.

• lJi is the angle between ':¥l-l and Xi measured about the Zi axis.

The kinematic equations for the manipulator can be deri ved from these parameters

using Craig's conventions. Equation 4.2 gives the general formula for the homogeneous

transform ~-lT that maps coordinates in frame i to frame i-I. This transform can

be used to map positions and velocities between frames. The inverse of the transform

matrix given b~y ~-lT maps coordinates from frame i-I to frame i. The transforms for

each of the frames in figure 4.2 are found by applying equation 4.2 to the parameters in

the previous table and are given by ~T through :T shown below:

cos (Ji - sin Hi 0 ai-l

~-lT == sin 9i cos Qi-l cos f}i cos Cti-l - SIn Qi-l - sin G:i-l di (4.2)t sin lJ i sin lti-l cos (Ji sin Cti-1 cos Oi-l cos Cti-ldi

0 0 0 1

C1 -51 0 0

~T ==
51 C1 0 0

(4.3)
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

C2 -S2 0 0

~T ==
0 0 -1 0

(4.4)82 C1

2 0 0
0 0 0 1
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Figure 4.2: Kinematic Frames for the MIT-WAM
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2T 
3 -

(,'3 -53
o 0

-53 -C'3
o 0

C'4 -54
o 0
54 C4

o 0

100

001
o -1 0
000

o 0
1 £3
o 0
o 1

o A 3

-1 0
o 0
o 1

-A4

L4

o
1

(4.5 )

(4.6 )

(4.7)

Ct and Si are defined as the cosine and sine of angle i respectively.

For efficiency and convenience each of these transforms has been implemented as two

function calls. The first function is the transform function which takes a position vector

expressed by (x y z 1) from frame i to frame i-I by performing the minirnum

number of calculationso If we express the number of additions by A, the number of

multiplications by M, and the number of trigonometric calculations by T, implementation

in this way requires 8T + 16M + 2.5A to transform a general position vector defined in

frame five to the base frame. Note that there are more addition operations than are

obvious from the transform equations because of the need to compute memory address

offsets into the position vector; although, address computations are integer operations

and the remaining additions are floating point operations.

The second function computes the rotation part of the transform (the upper-left 3 x 3

matrix). This function is used to compute the orientation of a frame and to transform

velocities. Transforming a general velocity vector from frame 5 to frame 0 in this way

requires 8T + 16.Ll'[ + 21A.
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4.2.2 Jacobian

5i

If we consider the endtip velocity of our manipulator, a relationship between the endtip

linear velocity and angular velocity and and the joint angular velocities can be found by

propagating the linear and angular velocities of the inner links out to the last coordinate

system by the following iterat.ion:

i+lW i+l

i+l
V i+l

i+l R iu.' + iJ. i+l;.
itt+1 -t+l

i+l R (i .J i ip)i Vi 1- Wi X t+l,

(4.8)

(4.9 )

where iJi is the angular velocity of joint i, iWi is the angul.1I velocity of link i, and lVi is

the linear velocity of joint i. "fhe resulting relationships can be collected into a matrix

J that relates the joint velocities in the tool frame (a frame fixed at the manipulator

endpoint) to the joint; ngular velocities as:

5 X == 5JO.

The first three rows of this matrix are the relationship between iJ and the linear

velocities. The last three rows relate iJ to the angular velocities. For the cartesian

stiffness control algorithm, we will use the first three rows of the matrix. The Jacobian

can be transformed into other frames by premultiplying the matrix with the rotation

matrix from the too~ frame to the desired frame.

The components of the full Jacobian in the tool frame arc:

J[l,l]
J[1,2]
J[1,3]

A3 S2 S3S'4 - (L 4 + C'4 L3)S2S3

A3 C3 S4 - 03 L4 - G'3C4 L3

o

(4.10 )
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J[1,4] -L 4

J[2,1) (A4 C3 S2 - C2 L4 )S4 - (C3 C4L 4 + C3 £3)52 +
C2(A3 - A4C4 )

J[2,2] (("4£4 + £3)53 - A4 S3 S4

J[2,3] == - £454 - ,,44C4 + A3

J[2,4] 0

J[3,1] £35283 54 + (..430 4 - A4 )S2 S3

J[3,2] C3L 3S4 + C3(A3C4 - ..44 )

J[3,3] 0

J[3,4] -A4

J[4, 1] C2S 4 + C3C4S2

J(4,2] -C4 S3

J[4,3] == 54
J[4,41 0

J[5, 1] .= -S283

J[5,2] - -C3

J[5,3] == 0

J[.5,4) -1

J[6,1] == C2C4 - C3 5284

J[6,2] -- 5384

J[6,3] C4

J[6,4] o.

4.2~3 Contact DeterUlination

In section 2.2.2, it was noted that in certain configuratioIls the contact location and the

contact force could be inferred from the joint torques. Salisbury [Salisbury 84a] treats a

number of contact problems and demonstrates that it is possible to determine the contact

location and the contact force for a number of sensor geometries. In particular for a point

contact with friction acting on a hemisphere, six sensors are required to determine the
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contact force and the contact location. Three paranleter are required for each component

of the contact force and two paranleters are required to specify the contact location.

Similarly for the lvIIT-vVAIVI five parameters In.ust be deternlined: three <:ontact forces,

the location of the contact along the link, and the angie about the link of the contact.

Four joint torques are available to determine the contact force and contact location. By

assuming that the contact remains in the sanle location if the force exerted by the robot is

perturbed only slightly, we can take a series of torque measurements to extend the number

of sensed parameters and solve for the contact location and contact force. However, this

procedurl: requires additional time and complexity to determine the contact.

Instead we aSSUllle that the contact force acts through the center of the last link.

This allows an approximate determination of contact location and force components.

An estim3.te for the error created by this assumption can be obtained by deternling the

torque that is produced by a contact force on the surface of the link about the center of

the link. Only the frictional forces produce a moment about the link axis. The magnitude

of the frictional force is limited to JL times the normal force. The moment then scales as

R, the link radius, times It times the normal force. The joint torques due to the forces

of contact scale as the link length £3 and the contact location L4 , with the normal force.

Therefore for most configurations, the joint torques due to the normal force will be much

larger than the torques due to frictional forces. We therefore estimate that neglecting

the link radius should produce position estimate errors on the order of flit.

For this thesis then, we consider the contact to OCCUf along an a line through the

second link at only one location. Although the torques produced by the offsets are on
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the same order as t.he torques produced by the radius of the last link, the offsets are

included in the analysis. Because the offsets are constants in the equations relating the

forces to the joint torques, the form of the equations is not changed with the addition of

the offsets and will not complicate the solution. The cost to adding the offsets is in the

additional computation that must be performed in the numerical solution which follo\vs.

Consider again the kinernatic frames defined in figure 4.2. In this case let frame 5 be

the location of the contact along the last link with the distance £4 unknown. The joint

torques are related to the contact force lJy the transpose of the first three rows of the

Jacobian derived in section 4.2.2.

where now the Jacobian is a function of the distance £4. This produces a set of nonlinear

equations relating the contact forces and the location of contact to the joint torques.

This relationship can be expanded by separating JT into a part which does not depend

on L4 and a part which does. The joint torques are then related to F and £4 by:

(4.11)

where r1 is a function of the joint angles and is equal to the part of JT that does not

depend on £•. Similarly B is the part of JT that does depend on L 4 • This set of equations

can be solved numericall)r using Newton-Euler iteration.

First, the differential relationship between F, L4 , and T is derived giving:

(4.12 )
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This equation can then be applied directly to create an iterative solution given by:

61

(4.13 )

Because the iteration is a Newton-Euler scheme, if the system is going to converge,

the convergence is quadratic [Strang 86]. The problem becomes one of choosing a good

first guess for the solution. Experimentally, we have found that a good initial choice is

£4 == 0 for initial contact, or the value of the previously computed contact location if

contact has been maintained. The initial estimate of F in either case is generated from

the pseudoinverse of equation 4.11.

An examination of the error at each step shows that the iteration can stop under a

number of conditions. The error is the difference between the actual torques and the

torques that al'e calculated from the estimate of F and £4. At step i + 1 this is:

By using equation 4.11 to express T as a function of Fi+l and L4i+1 and the actual values

of F and £4' this can be expressed as:

This error can go to zero if 1) the solution converges to the correct solution, 2) if the

projection of the error in the estimate of F into the space spanned by A is zero and £4

converges to the correct result, or 3) if the projection of the force error into A + B~L,

or JT, is ze:-o. In order for condition three to hold, the rank of JT must be equal to two.

By performing Gaussian elimination, where each pivot is chosen such that it is always
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nonzero, we arrive at two relationships which must be zero simultaneously in order for

the rank of JT to be equal to two:

o (4.14)

0.(4.15)

The solutions for both equations can be intersected to find the conditions under which

JT will be rank two. Equation 4.14 will be zero if 52 or 8 3 is zero and equation 4.15 is

zero if C3 is zero. Additional possibilities are found by factoring these solutions out and

solving for £4 as a function of ()4 for both equations 4.14 and 4.15. Both solutions result

in the same equation:

L. = A3 A4 S4 - A4 L3 C4 •

L384 + A3C4
(4.16)

The simultaneous satisfaction of these conditions results in two independent possi-

bilities. If C3 = 0 and 8 2 == 0 the rank will be two and a force applied in the direction

[A4 0 - L 4 ] will result in no net torque on the manipulat:"r. The corresponds to a

force applied through joint 4 with the manipulator vertical and joint 3 turned 900
•

The second condition arises when equation 4.16 is satisfied. In this situation, forces

the manipulator. The location L 4 is the intersection of the axis of the second link and a

line which passes through the origin's of frames 4 and 1. A force at this point along this

line produces no torques on the manipulator. The problem will be ill conditioned and

the iteration will not work when either of these possibilities occurs and makes JT rank

2.
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If only one of equations 4.14 or 4.15 is zero and sf; force is zero, JT will still be rank 3,

but two of the nonlinear constraint equations will become dependent. If f}2 == 0, 03 == 0,

or (J3 == 1r /2, the 5£ and 5 Z forces affect only two torques. For the first two cases, torques

are produced aoout joints 2 and 4, and in the second case torques are produced about

joints 1 and 4. If the Sy force is zero two of the torque measurements will be zero. We

can determine from these zero torques that this 5iJ force is zero but we cannot infer the

contact location. Therefore, the two remaining torque measurements are insufficient to

determine the 5 X and 5 Z forces and the contact location. Additional information must be

placed into the systenl and we have chosen the heuristic that the force in the 5zdirection

IS zero.

With this procedure, we can use the manipl1lator as a sensor and can apply it to

sensing collisions during a search. The algorithln can detect contact with an object and

detect the motion of the contact along the link as the search proceeds. However, the

procedure will not be able to resolve contacts at more then one location or contacts

along the inner link. Both of these types of contacts will be incorrectly resolved by

the algorithm as contacts along the last link. More sophisticated exploratory techniques

and/or sensors would be required to resolve this problem.

4.2.4 EIldpoint Inverse KineIllatics

The MIT-WAM has a single redundancy in placing the endtip at a given location in

cartesian space. This redundancy can be visualized by imagining that the endpoint of

the manipulator is attached to a given point. It is then possible to swing the manipulator

about the axis from the origin to this fixed point (see figure 4.3). Swinging the arm in
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Figure 4.3: Endtip L..verse Kinematics Elbow-up. A pair of cones is formed by the
links of the MIT-WAM if the endtip location is kept fixed and the first link is rotated
about R. The distance vector from the base to joint 4 is P3, and the distance vector from
joint 4 to the end of the manipulator is P4. This configuration is called the ~'elbow-up"

configuration for the manipulator.

this way will cause the two arm lillks to sweep out cones.

This redundancy can be resolved by specifying an additional constraint. Possibilities

include minimization of the effective endtip mass in the direction of motion, maximization

of the workspace, minimization of the required joint torques, or fixing one joint angle.

We choose to use the simplest constraint which is to solve for all of the other jOi·£1t angles

in terms of the desired position and 83 •

Given a choice of 93 , we can draw the manipulator in the plane formed by the ma-

nipulator's links. There are two possible configurations in this plane that will reach the

desired location. These are shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4 and will be referred to as

elbow-up and elbow-down, respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Endtip Inverse Kinematics Elbow-down. In this configuration c/J is again
an interior angle of the triangle formed by the two distan.ce vectors P3 and P4.

From figures 4.3 and 4.4 it can be seen that vectors ih and P4 sum to R, the vector

from the origin of the base coordinate system to the desired position x. Because both of

the links lie in a plane, 8, is determined by the magnitude of R to within two possible

solutions. For both solutions rP, the interior angle to P3 and P4' can be determined by

the law of cosines

where 4> is chosen to be 0 ~ ¢ S 7r/2 since it is the interior angle of the triangle formed by P3 and

where

(4.17)

(4.18)
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For the elbow-up configuration, f)4 is given by:
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(4.19 )

which will result in a negative number. For the elbow-down configuration, (J4 is given by:

(4.20 )

which will result in a positive number where:

(4.21)

In order to calculate the three base joint angles, the constraint that the origin of the

last frame must be at P3r is used, but now with knowledge of 83 and 84 • Using transform

notation, we require that:

o
o
o
1

x
y
z

1

(4.22)

Since fJ3 and 94 are known, this can be expressed as:

a
{3

I
1

2T 3T 4T3 4 5

o
o
o
1

(4.23)

where we have defined (Ct, (3, '1) for convenience as the product of the transforms.3 The

constraints can then be reduced to three conditions on 81 and 82 :

f·

3 note: (l:T)-l =: T. See [Craig 87].

(4.24)

(4.25 )

(4.26 )
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By using the half-angle substitution,4 equation 4.26 can be solved for f)t

-x ± VX2 + y2 _ ,2

(y - ,)

2tan-l(Ul).

Equations 4.25 and 4.26 can be solved to determine fJ2 as a function of f)1 as:

() _ ± -1 ( Z J3 + (C'1X -t. SlY) ct )
2 - cos 0 2 + ;32 '
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(4.27)

(4.28 )

where the choice of sign for equation 4.28 is dictated by the choice of 01 in equation 4.28.

This procedure creates four solutions for each desired point. The solution closest to

the current configuration is chosen as the desired solution.

4.3 Line Kinematics

As was shown earlier, line n10tion is a convenient parameterization that can be used to

specify the motion of the manipulator performing the tasks described in chapter 2. A

line is specified by four coordinates. 5 This can be seen by noting that for a general rigid

body in three space, six coordinates are required to specify the location and orientation

of the body, but for a line the translation along the line axis and rotations about the axis

are unspecified. The line can be described by two points along the line, by a point on

the line and a vector giving the direction of the line, or by the intersection of two planes.

The first two provide a more convenient form for describing the position of manipulator

links.

4 sin(B) = 2u/{1 + u2 ), cos(8) = (1 - u2 )j(1 + u2 ), and u = tan(8/2).
sThis development follows [Shimana 78].
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For the two point approach, the first point PI is described by its homogeneous

coordinates (Xl Yt Zl 1) and the second point P2 is described by its coordinates

(X2 Y2 Z2 1). The line can then be defined by the pair of points PI and P2 as:

~). (4.29 )

This set of terms can be changed to an alternative set by taking the second-order deter-

minate. The new expressions are:

P02 Y2 - YI

P03 Z2 - Z1

P23 Yt Z2 - Y2 Z1

P31 ZlX2 - Z2 X l

P12 ZlY2 - X2Yl-

(4.30 )

These quantities are called the Pliicker or line coordinates of a line. The first three

components are sometimes grouped into a vector i which can be identified as a vector in

the direction of the lines axis. The second group of three components can be grouped

into a v'ector 1which can be identified as the cross product of the vectors from the origin

of the coordinate system to each of the points.

As was mentioned earlier, a line is specified by four independent parameters 0 The

two extra freedoms in the Plucker coordinates come from the fact that different pairs

of points on the line could be chosen to describe the same line. Choosing two different
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points changes the scaling of the coordinates. The Plucker coordinates can be normalized

by dividing i and I through by II\. The new normalized coordinates will be designated

by Land £. t is often termed the moment of the line because it has the magnitude and

direction of the nloment produced about the origin by a unit force acting along the line.

ILl can also be seen to be the shortest distance from the line to the origin of the system.

The second constraint relationship comes from the fact that t and L are perpendicular.

This can be proven by taking the dot product of the two vectors.

The next sections use a two point line specification and the associated Plucker co

ordinates to derive solutions for the forward and inverse kinematics of a line for the

NIIT-WAM. Lastly, the Jacobian of a line is introduced and derived based on transform

techniques.

4.3.1 Forward KineIllatics

The forward kinematics for lines is the problem of calculating the normalized line co

ordinates for the line through the center of the last link. After transforming, the line

coordinates of the last link can he compared to the desired line specified by a the line

trajectory generation scheme developed in section 4.4. Because the location of a line is

easy to visualize by specifying two points, the trajectory generation schemes use a two

point technique to specify the desired line motion.

The line forward kinematics is the problem of computing ~11e Plucker coordinates of

the line through the center of the last link given the joint angles. The direction of the

line is computed by transforming the unit vector along the last link (zs See figure 4.2)

into the base coordinate system by premultiplying with the transform matrices. The
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moment of the line is found by taking the cross product of a unit vector in the direction

of the line, with a vector from the origin to a point on the line. For the manipulator it

is convenient to use the cross product of Z5, transformed into the base system, and the

vector from the origin to the origin of franle 5 expressed in the base coordinate system

in order to compute L. These relationships determine the line ~hrough the center of the

last link.

L == 05 x~ T::s i& the moment of the line, and

L== °T"¥5 -5 is the direction of the line, (4.31 )

(4.32)

where Os ==~ T (0 0 0 1 )T .

4.3.2 Inverse Kinematics

One of the concepts for whole-arm manipulation is to use all of the robot's surfaces to

produce useful motions. As a first step towards this goal, we consider the task of placing

the last link along a line in space. Given an analytic solutiojl for the joint coordinates to

place the link along a given line, we then translate the line in directions normal to the

line to cause the manipulator to sweep out planes. These sweeps can be used to search

for objects, to push objects along a trajectory normal to the line and to move objects

into graspable configurations.

The inverse kinematics for the line geometry is solved by a series of geometric trans-

formations. First the Plucker coordinates are formed from the two points, Xl and X2,

which describe the line. Two cases can now be identified. If the magnitude of L is non-

zero, the desired line does not pass through the origin, and consequently the two points
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Figure 4.5: Line Geometry and Definition of P. Note that Xl always lies in the
positive .}(p direction~

and the origin define a plane. In the second degenerative case, the line passes through

the origin and one constrail1t on the solution is lost. We first examine the general case

and tllen ShDW how the procedure can be applied to the degenerative case.

Figure 4.5 shows the plane defined by Xl' x2, and the origin Oe Let a new right-hand

plane coordinate system be defined by t, £, and the cross product of these terms. This

produces three new unit vectors which we will label xp , YP' and Zp. These unit vectors

are computed by:

L Xl - x2
(4.33 )X p =

IXI - x21

LilLI Xl x X2
(4.34 )zp ==

IXI x x21

fJp ::= zp X xp. (4.35 )
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Figure 4.6: Locus of Possible Joint 4 Locations. For a given desired line two trans
lated lines a distance A4 away are formed. Joint 4 must lie on the intersections of these
translated lines with a circle of radius P3.

Equations 4.33 through 4.35 define a rotation matrix ~R = [xp YP zp J \vhich takes

Xl and X2 into a coordinate system such that Xl and X2 are determined by xp and YP

only. Let the coordinates of Xl and X2 be redefined in the flew system by (PX1~PYl) and

(PX2,P Y2)- Since the xp direction is the di ection along the line and both points lie on the

line at a distance ILl from the origin, PY1 and PY2 must be equal to -ILl_

In order for the iast link to lie on the desired line, joint 4 must lie along a line offset

from the desired line by A4 - Two such offset lines are possible. Since joint 4 must also lie

along a circle of radius P3, the possible locations of joint 4 are generated by intersecting

the circle and the two offset lines. Figllre 4.6 shows the geometry of the possible solutions

in the plane P. Depending on the distance from the line to the origin, there can be zero,

one, two, three, or four intersections. For each interaection, the last link can be placed

on the line in two directions. By requiring the last link to lie in the direction of xp , or
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Figure 4.7: Configuration of Solutions There are fOUf possible configurations of the
robot that will place the link on the desired line. Two solutions, labeled ft.. , lie at at the
intersection of the circle with the liIle translated by .44 . The other two, labeled B, lie in
at the intersections with the line translated by minus A4 •

in the direction from X2 to Xl' one of these solutions is eliminated. Figure 4.7 shows the

geometry of the fouf possible solutions.

The four f}4 solutions can be grouped into two different configurations which are

. labeled A and B in figure 4.7. The A solutions correspond to the crossings from the

addition of .44 to the desired line and the B solutions correspond to the subtraction of

A 4 from the desired line. A detail of the .4 configuration is shown in figure 4.8. From

the figure, the value ()4 can be found directly to be:

(4.36 )

(4.37)

The in~erior angle of link3 is defined as cP3 == tan -l( A3 / L 3 ). The origin of frame 3 lies at

the end of link 3 and is at position [L 3C4 £354 0 1 J in the plane P. We require that
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Figure 4.8: Configuration A The figure shows the geometry of the solutions for the
line translated by +A 4 •

Figure 4.9: Configuration B The figure shows the geometry of the solutions for the
line translated by - A4 •
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1)1 and f)2 be chosen to locate the origin at this desired location

L 3 C'4

1
0

OR L 3 5'4
m 0p 0 ==~ T

j n 0
1

1 11

We have defined [l m n] for convenience. This constraint becomes:

This is solved for 81 and f)2 as:

7.)

(4.38 )

(4.39)

(4.40 )

producing two solutions for each f)4. Lastly to solve for f}3 in configuration .£4, we require

that Z4 be aligI:ed witll -Zp

(4.41 )

where [a,81'J are defined for convenience.

This constraint specifies the tangent of 03 by:

C3 ('1/3 - Sl Q

53 -CIQ - St{3

or, S3 ,/52

03 tan- 1(S3/ C3).

(4.42 )

(4.43 )

(4.44)

(4.4.5 )
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The resulting procedure produces two unique solutions for configuration A. For con

figuration B, two requirements change. The last joint angle is found from figure 4.9

as:

(4..46 )

This is used in equation 4.38 and the results applied to equations 4.40 and 4.40 to solve

for joint angles 81 and 02. Lastly to solve for 03 in configuration B, we require that =4

be aligned with Zp. This results in equations 4.4.5 with the signs reversed. With this

procedure we can produce all of the solutions for the planar case. There can be at most

four solutions and the closest solution to the current configuration is the chosen solution.

For the degenerative case) the plane P is not defined and we must introduce an

additional constraint. It becomes possible to place the last link along the line ~Tith any

value of 83 . For convenience the current implementation is to use the c.urrent value of 03

and thus define Zp by Z4. Once the plane is defined the non-degenerative procedure can

be applied to solve for the joint angles.

4.3.3 Line Jacobian

Although the absolute position of the line is best discussed with Pluker coordinates, it is

not clear how that relationship should be applied to differential motion of the line. For

control, we need to be able to apply a corrective torque to the joints which opposes forces

defecting the line from the desired location. The line can deflect along and rotate about

two axes normal to the line. To determine the rotations and deflections, we measure the

motions relative to some frame of reference. It is for this reason that we introduce the line
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.Jacobian relati ve to a frame fixed to the line at a location specified by t he programmer ..

This frame would, in general, define six relationships (three translations and three

rotations for each axis), however with a line, translation along the line axis and rotation

about the line axis is undefineJ. The Jacobian then relates the joint angular velocities to

the generalized velocities of the four remaining parameters. This relatiopship is used in

t he stiffness control algorithm described in chapter 3. The line Jacobian consists of the

first two rows of the Jacobiarl of section 4.2.2, which relate the joint velocities to the Xs

and Ys linear velocities, and rows four and five which relate the joint velocities to the Xs

anG. Ys rotations. The relationship is restated here:

Jl,l 

J 1,2

J 1,3

J t ,4

JZ,l

J 2,2

J 2 ,3

J 2,4

J3,1

J 3 ,2

J3,3

J 3,4

J 4 ,1

J4 ,2

J4,3

J 4 .4.

A3 S2 S3 S4 + (-L 4 - C 4 L 3 )SZ S3

A3C3 S4 - C3 L4 - C 3 C 4 L 3

o
-L4

( ..44G'3SZ - 02 L4)54 + (-C'3C4L4 - C3 L3 )S2 + C2( ..43 - ~44C4)

(C4L 4 + L3 )S3 - A4 S3 S4

-£454 - ..44C4 + A3

o
C2S4 + 03C48 2

-C4 S3

S4
o
-5253

-C3

o
-1.

(4.47)
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4.4 Trajectory Generation

The inverse kinematics are a conlponent of a trajectory generation procedure used to

nlove the n~anipulator in cartesian or line trajectories defined in the base coordinate

system. We have implemented a robust joint trajectory executor which allow the user to

command joint motions with prescribed stiffnesses. The high level software and the data

structures used in our implementation are based on [Taylor 79}. The user is insulated

from the implementation and is given a high level set of functions to insert~ append, and

copy trajectories into the system.

The implementation resolves line and cartesian lllotions into joint motions. A motion

is created by planning a sequence of joint via points that satisfy a "closeness" constraint

by using a recursive bounded deviation algorithm to refine the required path. The tra

jectory generator then interpolates between the via points using either a cubic or quintic

spline interpolation scheme.

4.4.1 Joint Trajectories

Joint trajectories are specified by a series of points and delta times in which the manip

ulator is required to move from one point to the next. The list of points consists of start

and end points, which have a desired velocity and acceleration associated with them, and

a series of via points. The points can be generated by teaching joint motions, by entering

a list of points in a file, or by passing on-line nn internal buffer of poin ts generated by

the line or cartesian path planner.

Given a list of points, the generator calculates a set of coefficients for either a cubic or
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a quintic spline which will interpolate between points. The cubic spline schenle requires

that the IIlanipulator have a given position and velocity at the start and end point of the

trajectory, that it pass though each via point, and that at each via point the velocities

be continuous. A quintic spline has the additional requirements that the start and end

accelerations are specified, and that at each via point the acceleration, jerk, and snap

(the derivative of tt4e jerk) must be continuous.

For example, between two neighboring points, a cubic spline is given by:

(4.48 )

\\"here Llt is the time to move from the first point to the next .. To solve the constraint

problem for n points, a banded linear equation is created for the 4( n - 1) coefficients

involved in the (It - 1) interpolation splines., The solution of this equation gerreJ:ates all

of the coefficient values for the given trajectory.. This set of values is then stored in the

trajectory data structure and executed by the trajectory processor.

Software Structure

The trajectory program constitutes an extensive section of the controller software. The

trajectory generator executes on a separate processor and is responsible for executing

trajectories and generating joint trajectories from files and internal buffers. The software

is written to make the execution of trajectories transparent to the user and to allow the

user to il1terrupt and append trajectories at anytime during execution.

The trajectory system is based on a pair of linked lists. One list contains all of the

trajectories that the robot currently knows how to execute. This list can be edited,
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appended, and queried. The second list is the execu ting list.
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A trajectory is represented as a series of executable joint motion descriptor blocks.

Each joint block has the structure:

struct _traject_entry{
float pos~tion

float velocity
int type
array poly
}.

The position and velocity of each joint block specifies the state the joint is to reach at the

end of at:. executing block. Type is the category of trajectory which can be a cubic spline,

quintic spline, linear spline, or any other category for which an interpolation function

has been provided. Currently, cubic and quintic splines are implemented. Poly is an

array containing the coefficients of the interpolation scheme that take the joint froITt the

previous block to the current block.

A manipulator trajectory is then created by building a linked list of trajectory blocks.

Each trajectory block contains pointers to four joint blocks and the times associated with

the manipulator block. The structure is:

struct _trajectory{
struct _trajectory *next
float end_time
float delta_t
array kp
traject_entry *value[JOINTS]
}.

Next is a pointer to the next block and inlplements the linked list, end_time is the absolute

time at which this block is no longer valid, delta_t is the duration for which this block is
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valid and is used in the interpolating scheme, kp is the stiffness ulatrix (4x4) which is to

be used during the current block, value is a list of pointers to all of the joint blocks for

the current manipulator block. Each linked list of this type is called a trajectory.. In the

system, a list of executable trajectories is maintained. This list can be queried, edited,

or copied into the executing list.

The executing list can only be changed by copying in new trajectories or by appeliding

or inserting new trajectory blocks.. Execution of a trajectory is accomplished by first

initializing the trajectory which builds a coefficient array to take the manipulator from

its current location to the start of the trajectory. Execution of the trajectory proceeds

by running a servo loop and calling the function:

push_traj_to-5ervo{time, des_pas, des_vel, des-acc) ..

The user of the trajectory system provides the system with pointers to the desired posi

tion, velocity, and accelerations of the joint and the current time. The system searches

the time ordered trajectory list for the first block with an end_time greater that the

current time, starting from the last block which was executed, and then uses this block

to calculate and update the desired position, velocities, and accelerations for each joint.

The ability to interrupt executing trajectories is used to implement guarded moves.

To perform a guarded move, the manipulator moves in a specified direction until contact

occurs. Upon contact, it interrupts the running trajectory and inserts a trajectory that

has a desired position equal to the current position, thus stopping the manipulator. To

smooth the insertion, the trajectory system inserts a transition block from the current

location to the beginning of the new block. Thus, the high level code for a guarded move
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is concept ually clean:

move_until_cont act( time,delta_join t 1,delta_joint2 ,del t a_joint3,delta_joint4)
{

int ret
set_contactJlag( )
move_byinternal( time,delta_join t 1,delta_joint2,delta_joint3,del ta_joint4)
if((ret == return_on_contact()) :=== CONTACT)

stop-lIlotion( )
return ret

}.

4.4.2 Line and Cartesian Trajectories

82

In addition to joint trajectories, the system generates cartesian and line trajectoties.

Both of these trajectories are created by performing the inverse kinematics on the desired

points and writing the resulting joint angles to either a file or an internal buffer .. The

trajectory generation scheme then takes the file and builds a joint trajectory to follow

the desired path. In order to track the desired motion the method of bounded deviation

paths [Taylor 79] has been implemented for both cartesian motions and line motions

The user provides the algorithm with a maximum deviation bound, which is used

to recursively refine the generated joint motions to keep the joint trajectory within the

desired bound. For a cartesian trajectory the bound is a the maxinlum distance from the

path that the manipulator may deviate. For a line trajectory, two numbers are provided

to calculate three bounds. The magnitude of L must be within a distance bound. The

angle between the desired and actual t must be within and angles bound, and the angle

between the actual and desired L must be within the same angle bound.

The algorithm first calculates an inverse kinematic solution to the desired point. Next,
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the algorithm calls a function which checks to see if the joint motion from the previous

joint location to the new joint location will stay within the desired bounds.

To do this, the joint angle half-way between the previous and new location is caI-

culated. This angle is then transformed into a cartesian location and compared to the

desired cartesian location half-way between the previous point and the current point. If

the half-way point calculated resulting from the joint illotion is within the tolerance band

of the desired half-way point, the function returns true, otherwise it returns false.

The recursion then, branches on the returning value. A true return causes the re-

cursion to write out the calculated joint angles and to return. A false return causes the

recursion to generate a new desired point half-way between the previous point and the

current point. 'The recursion then, ca~ls itself with this new point.

After this r.. ':;-•.- recursive call returns, the recursion will have calculated all of the joint

angles up to the half-way point. The recursion then, goes back to the tolerance branch

and tries to move from the half-way point to the current point. This is the complete

recursion. The algorithm is sketched in code below:

recursivejnverse-kinematics{ time, current_point,
previous_point, previous-angles, tolerance)

{
findinverse-kinematic_solu tion{ current_point, new_angles)

compute:
if( closer_than_tolerance{ current _point , previous_point, new_angles,
previous_angles, tolerance)) {

write_out_joint_angles( )
return

}
else {

findJIlid_poin t (previous_poin t ~ current_point, mid_poin t)
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time == tirue/2.0
recursivejnverseJcinematics( time, nlid_poin t, previous _point,
previous_angles, tolerance)
}

gato comput.e
}.
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There are two refinements to this recursion. First, near singularities the algorithm may

not converge to a series of points whicll will satisfy the tolerance requirement. The

function which checks the tolerance detects this condition and returns true when it occurs.

Second, the velocity between joint via points must be bounded. This is accomplished by

computing the maximum velocity that would occur for a straight-line trajectory from the

previous joint angles to the current joint angles. The time, which is written to the output

file, is adjusted to make the Inaximum velocity less than a predetermined nlaximum.

4.5 Conclusion

The motion of the l\tlIT-WAM manipulator can be described by the joint coordinates,

the cartesian location of the ePAdpoint, or by the motion of the line through the last link.

4~1l of the relationships are important. Since the stiffness control algorithm, requires that

all of the kinematic motions of the arm be specified by joint motions, we have developed

a program for computing the inverse kinematics for a line or cartesian motion that will

be close to the desired motion once translated into joint coordinates.

The differential, or Jacobian, relationships in this chapter can be applied to the

generation of compliant motions in different spaces. For an end-effector, a compliance in

the cartesian space of the end-effector might be used. For a WAM task, a line stiffness
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may be more convenient; consequently we have derived the line Jacobian.

A. whole-arm task requires a technique for sensing the location of contact on the

links. One possible technique is to use the joint torques, due to contact, to compute the

contact location and forces. By making a few simple assumptiuns, we have shown that

the contact forces and location can be computed with an iterative scheme.

These functions are applied to Wi\l\'I motions and trajectory following in Chapter 6.

Chapter 5~ first describes the implementation of the kinematics and control strategies

discussed in this and earlier chapters.

It should be noted that our treatment of line motion implicit.ly assumes frictionless

line contacts (see [Mason and Salisbury 85]). This type of contact can transn:it no force

along the line's axis. In fact for our manipulator, friction does exist along the line contact.

It remains to be investigated what limitations this will impose on our approach.



Chapter 5

Manipulator Control
Implementation

5.1 Computational Hardware and Development Soft
ware

The computational hardware and architecture for the MIT-WAM arm is an extensible

and powerful computational engine. An implementation of a robot controller for our ap

plication requires sufficient computation for control, including the possibility of complex

adaptive controller~, on-line kinematics and trajectory planning, sensor fusion, and even-

tually high level planning. In order to accomodate the demands of the computational

task, we have based our system on five 68020 single board computers acting in paral-

lei and on the Condor software development environment developed by the UTAH-MIT

hand research group (Narasimhan 88].

86
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5.1.1 Hardware

The real-time control hardware for the l\IIT- WANI arm consists of five Ironies 3201

single-board computers, an Ironies 3273 Bus C~ontroller, a Data Translation 1401 analog

to-digital converter, a Data Translation 1406 digital-to-analog converter, two Motorola

i\lVl\JE-340 parallel ports, and a HVE-2000 VME- Vl\IE bus-to-bus adapter, all housed

in a VME-Bus card cage. In addition, fOUT optical isolation boards ah"': f. 'ur rvIoog

motor controllers are used to operate the robot. A SUN-3-280 workstation is connected

to the real-time system through the bus-to-bus adapter. The Sun is used for program

development and for plotting data stored on the Ironies processors.

The Ironies 3201 is based on a Motorola 68020 micro-processor with a 68881 floating

point accelerator. The board contains one megabyte of R.t\M. All of the RAM is dual

ported; i.e. it can be accessed locally or across the VME bus.

The Ironies 3273 is used to control access to the bus. The Hal Versa Engineering

(BVE) 2000 board connects the real-time control bus to the Sun-3. It provides a COffi

pietely transparent connection between the Sun and the real-time bus allowing the Sun

to access the memory of the micro-processor boards. The Data Translation 1406 D IA

provides eight, 12 digitial-to-analog converters which are used to apply commands to the

motor controllers. The Data Translation 1402 AID has 32 single-ended analog-to-digital

converters with 12-bits of resolution and programmable gains of 1, 2, 4, or 8.

The Motorola parallel-port provides direct digital I/O for the system. The board is

used to read the digital position signals from the motor controllers without handshaking.

\Vhile the board can be configured to provide I/O via interrupts, we are currently use
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Figure 5.1: MIT-WAM Control Hardware Block Diagram
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polling.

The optical isolation boards were built to interface the position data from the motor

controllers to the parallel ports. The isolation boards are necessary because of the high

levels of noise associated with the pulse width Inodulated (PWM) amplifiers used in the

lVloog motor controllers. The motor controllers and the isolation boards are described

further in section 5.2.

5.1.2 Condor Soft'Ware Support

The Condor system is a rea.l-time software develo!Jrnent environment tailored to the

computational hardware used in the real-time controller. The Condor provides device

drivers for the hardware components, a mailbox system for message passing, basic UNIX

functions, debugging support, a virtual terminal for each processor, and a large number

of user utilities.

The robot control program is split into separate programs, one for each processor in

the system, and compiled on the Sun workstation. Since both the Sun and the Iron

ies processors are based on the 68020, a cross-compiler is not necessary. The compiled

program is then linked to a real-time library containing UNI): functions and software util

ities. Each of the resulting control programs is then downloaded to the micro-processors

over the HVE-2000 to rUll. A virtual terminal connects each of the processors to the Sun

so that output from the micros is printed directly on the workstation display.

The processors and the Sun can communicate either through the dual-ported memory

on each processor, or through a software mailbox system. The mailbox sy·stem allows each

processor to send a mail message, one piece of integer data, to any other processor. By
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using the mailbox system, the progranls on each of the processors can be developed using

the object oriented programming style. This keeps the level of complexity of interaction

for the multi-processor system at a tractable level. However, it should be noted that for

high-speed and large quantities of data, the mail-box system is not efficient and the dual

ported memory must be used directly. The control software for the ~IIT-WAM system

uses a mixture of both to interface the processors.

The Condor system also provides a large number of user utilities. Functions to set

tirning interrupts, run servo loops, Inanipulate arrays, plot data, and to perform file

serving are provided.

5.2 Motors and Controllers

The manipulator is actuated by four Moog 300-003 DC brushless motors controlled by

fOUf Moog 152P227 brushless torque controllers. The Moog motors have eight Samarium

Cobalt motor poles (4 pole pairs) on the motor rotor. The stator is a 3 phase wye con

nection. A brushless resolver at the end of the rotor shaft provides position feedback for

servo cont.rol and commutation. The motor is capable of applying 15 in-Ib of continuous

torque at speeds up to 7500 rpm. In addition, the motor can be pulsed to provide a peak

torque of 60 in-lb.

The motoJ- controller has the general form of figure 3.6. Each motor phases is driven by

a PWM voltage amplifier at 320 volts switching at 5kHz. The three amplifiers can apply

continuous power of 5 kW to the motor. A resolver to digital converter (R/D) provides

motor shaft position with 12 bits of resolution. The motor controller determines the
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Figure 5.2: Applied Motor Torque versus Voltage Command. Note the deadzone
in the output torque for small commanded voltages.

motor torque by closing a current feedback loop on each of the motor phase. Torque

commands to the controller are scaled such that a 10 volt command produces 15 in-Ib of

torque output.

5.2,,1 Deadband, Friction, and Ripple MeasureIllents

The motor torque was measured using a commercial force sensor. The force sensor was

mounted on a rotary stage concentric with the motor shaft. An aluminum beam mounted

on the motor shaft, transmits the motor torque to the sensor. By rotating the force sensor

slowly on the stage, the motor torque was measured as a function of motor position.

The torque to voltage characteristics, motor deadzone, and motor friction were ob-

tained by averaging all the measured torques in the clockwise direction and in the CQunter-
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Figure 5.3: Motor Friction versus Voltage Command. The motor friction is 0.1
in-lb in either direction of rotation.

clockwise {lirection. The motor torque was calculated by slowly rotating the sensor about

the motor, so that inertia effects could be neglected, and sampling the measured force for

each direction of rotation. The clockwise and counter-clockwise torqlles were averaged

to compute the applied torque. The difference between the commanded torque and the

actual torqlle is the effective Inotor friction. A plot of the applied torque versus the

command voltage is given in figure 5.2. Figure 5.3 shows the motor friction as a function

of command voltage.

The total friction for joint four of 0.45 in-Ib, and similarly for the other joints, can be

broken into three components. Figure 5.2 shows that the motor controller has a command

deadzone of approximately 0.20 volts. This translates to an effective friction of 0.3 in-lb.
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Motor Torque versus Motor Angle for a command of 0 volts.
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Figure 5.4:

1rhe second friction term, motor friction, is 0.1 in-Ib in either direction of rotation and

is fairly independent of the command voltage. The remaining friction of approximately

0.05 in-Ib is contributed to friction in the joints bearings and transmission losses.

A torque "'fersus motor position plot for a command of 0 and 9 volts is shown in

figures 5.4 and 5.5. The ripple torque is predominately at a frequency of four cycles per

motor revolution in both figures. The magnitude of the ripple varies with the voltage

command. The ripple that exists for a zero voltage command is termed the motor

cogging, which has a constant magnitude and phase for all values of command voltage.

The additional ripple scales linearly with the command voltage with a phase independant

of voltage for low motor speeds. A plot of the fourth harmonic ripple magnitude as a

function of command voltage is shown in figure 5.6.
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5.2.2 PWM Motor Noise

9.5

Electrical noise is frequently a linliting problenl in any real-time control implementation.

Considerable effort in this project was spent trying to control the noise induced by the

PWM motor controllers. The P\J\'M amplifiers apply square waves to the motors of

320 volts at 5 kHz. The rise and fall of each square wave produces noise spikes with

a frequency of approximately 2 MHz. These spikes appear on any electrical equipment

near the controllers or the robot. In fact, measurements of the noise is complicated by

the iIltroduction of the noise into the oscilloscope through the power plug. The noise is

on all of the Moog controller components including the position outputs.

To reduce the effect of the noise, the grounding paths of the controllers and robot

were carefully constructed. Grounding planes were provided by 1000 volt welding cable

and brass bars so that the ground resistance within the controller cage would be very

low. Each of the components was isolated from the cage with nylon washers so that the

only ground path was through the cable and bars which helped to reduce ground loops.

Shielded cables were used in the po~ter and signal lines; all of the shields are grounded

at the controller cage. Where it was possible, twisted-shielded-pair cable was used on

the signa! lines. The Sun cage was physically separated from the controller cage by 8 ft,

which was about the maximum given the size of the room. This was necessary to reduce

the noise induced into the Su~ cage.

The noise on the controller position outputs was the most problematic. A direct

connection of the position outputs to tIle parallel ports resulted in unusable position

data. This problem was solved by building a circuit board that uses optical isolation and
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filters to separate the ground planes of the controllers from the real-time system. The

output of the optical isolators is an internal light signal generated by the conlffion-Illode

voltage difference at the input to the isolator. The light signal modulates an internal

phototransistor which is powered by separate voltages. The circuit uses HP 2631 high

speed, high common-mode rejection, optocQuplers.

In addition to the optical isolation, an RC filter with a cut-off at 1 lVlHz was necessary

after the output of the optical isolators. We found that when the output of the optical

isolator was high, high frequency transitions to ground occurred at a rate of 5 kHz. At

the optical isolation boards, the noise on t he ground and signals is no longer in perfect

phase. Because of the difference in phase, the common-mode rejection is not complete;

hence spikes occur. The addition of an analog RC filter on the optical isolator output

removed this problem. At the maxiInurn motor velocity of 7500 rpm, the lowe5t bit of

the resolver is a square wave with frequency 2.56 kHz. Even at high motor velocities, the

RC filter does not significantly delay this bit.

5.3 Software and Control Algorithms

The robot controller is based on five micro-processors. Each processor has a separate

control function and program. The programs communicate through message passing for

low bandwidth sporadic messages and through direct memory access for high bandwidth

servo tasks .. The control program is broken into an input program, an output. program,

a servo controller, a trajectory generator, and a task program and user interface. The

following sections sketch the programs that run on each of the processors and the memory
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relationships that exist between them.
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5.3.1 Input Processor

Processor three performs the input function for the control system. This processor polls

the parallel ports for all the current nlotor positions. It converts the motor positions to

an absolute position by tracking motor revolutions. The absolute position is filtered as

an integer to smooth sudden transitions that can occur with the resolver. The filtered

positions are then used to calculate the velocity of the motor by taking a first oraer

difference. The resulting velocity is also filtered.

The RID converter in the l\loog controller performs a succession of internal AID con

versions to convert the analog resolver signals to a digital signal. While this is occurring,

the resolver signal is not valid and a converter busy signal is asserted to indicate this

condition. Because of the noise in the system, we were unable to incorporate the con

verter busy signal into the design of the resolver interface cards. Therefore, the parallel

ports occasionally pass invalid data to the input processor. This problem is corrected

by maintaining a circular buffer containing the last two position readings and the new

reading. 'The median value of the three readings is accepted as the correct position value.

The median value is then filtered by a single pole at 700 Hz. The filtered value is used to

calculate the velocity with a first order difference which is then filtered by a single pole

at 210 Hz. The input processor runs at 2000 Hz to minirnize tinle delay effects in the

filters. The resulting values of motor position and velocity are stored in local memory.
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5.3.2 Output Processor
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Processor four perforI!1s the output function for the control system. The processor re

ceives a desired motor torque expressed as an output voltage from the servo controller.

It then adds on the ripple compensation torque and the friction compensation torque.

The total resulting torque is written to the D/ A.

To compute the ripple compensation, the current motor position is required. The

processor obtains this value by dereferencing a pointer to processor three's memory. The

rippJe compensation is then computed by looking up a feedforward term in a table. In

order to compute the friction compensation, as described in section 3.3.1, the processor

requires the desired position in motor coordinates in addition to the actual motor position.

The desired position in joint coordinates is computed by the trajectory processor and

the result is placed in the memory of the servo processor. The servo processor converts

the joint desired position to motor coordinates and places this result in the the output

processor's memory. The output servo runs at 1..) kHz. This rate comes from the

bandwidth requirements for ripple compensation (see section 5.3.2) and the requirements

on switching frequency (see s.ection 5.3.2).

Ripple Compensation

To compensate for the torque ripple, two tables are created from the values of the mag

nitude and phase of the cogging and torque ripple. The tables contain a value for every

possible resolver angle (4096 points). To offset cogging, the servo controller adds the

value of the cogging for the current motor angle to the commanded torque. To COffi-
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Figure .5.7: Motor Torque versus Motor Angle for a command of 9 volts with
feedforward compensation. Figure 5.5 shows the ripple at 9 volts before compensa
tion.

pensate for ripple, the controller nlultiplies the value of the ripple for the current motor

angle with the absolute value of the commanded torque and adds this additional torque

to the commanded torque.

For effectIve control, new ripple offset values need to be applied faster than the motor

crosses ripple crests. For a maximum motor velocity of 7.500 rpm, and a ripple frequency

of 4 per/revolution, the torque ripple will have a frequency of 600 Hz. To be effective at

motor velocities in this range, the servo would ha.ve to run 10 times faster, on the order

of 6 kHz. There are two factors that argue against a rate of 6 kHz.

First, the field generated by the Samarium Cobalt magnets may be distorted by the

magnetic fields induced in the stator pole pieces. This would cause a change in the phase

angle of the ripple as the velocity of the motor increased. The magnitude of this effect is
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Figure ,5.8: Motor Torque versus Motor Angle for a command of 0 volts with
feedforward compensation. Figure 5.4 shows the ripple at 0 volts before compensa
tion.

unknown. Fortunately, at high motor velocities (and therefore high ripple frequencies) the

motor and robot inertia filter the effects of the ripple. For the maximum motor velocity

of 7500 rpm, the ripple frequency is 600 Hz. The last link of the manipulator has the

highest natural frequency for the robot at close to 60 Hz with roll-off of 40db/decade

after this frequency. Therefore, a ripple at 600 Hz is attenuated by 1/100 and can be

effectively ignored.

The roll-off of the effect of ripple with motor velocity implies that ocly ripple fre-

quencies on the order of the open-loop manipulator bandwidth are important. For an

optimistic bandwidth of 60 Hz, ripple is only important for motor speeds below 7,50

rpm ...~ conservative estimate of the required ripple servo frequency is 10 times the ripple

frequency or 600 Hz.
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The application of the feedfor\\pard cOinpensation reduces tht· amount of Illotor cogging

by approxinlately .50 percent. Figures .5.7 and .5.8 sho"," the 1110tor torques for a 9 volt

and 0 volt cOillmand after the application of torque ripple conlpensation. The graphs are

for near zero motor speed.

Friction Compensation

The friction compensation it sgn (q), derived in section 3.3.1, is a switching controller on

the difference between the actual nlotor position and the desired position. The frequency

of this switching function must be beyond the manipulator's bandwidth so that the

switching is filtered by the actuator and lllanipulator dynamics for a required frequency

of about 1 kHz.

Th~ magnitude of the switching term is determined b~r nleasuring the motor voltage

command required to make a joint move. Values around 0.3 volts \Vere obtained for the

all the motors (see page 5.2).

5.3.3 Servo Processor

Processor two runs the joint servo. This processor has the desired position, velocity, and

acceleration terms resident in menlory. It converts the motor positions and velocities,

resident on processor 3, to joint coordinates. The resulting joint values are used to

compute the feedforward gravity torques, the stiffnesses control torques, and danlping

torques.. All the torques are added to give the total joint torque which is converted

to motor command voltages and \vritten to the output processor. The stiffness control

torques are maintained as a separate value for use by the trajeLtory processor. Th~
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bandwidth on this process is 300 Hz.

Three processors a.re performing the real-tinle control functions. 'T\\TO of the three are

being used to condition the signals coming [roIn and going to the motor controllers. The

systerll could be inlproved, and two processors freed, if the input and output functions

\\Tere perfornled by dedicated processors, one for each controller, that were not on the

\,T~:JE bus. This development is currently being considered.

Gravity Compensation

('oInpensation for gravity takes the fornl of feedforward torques to the last three motors

based on the current joint angles...\5 is discussed in section 3.3.1., the torques due to

gravity take the forIn:

G(q) == F(q)a, (.5.1)

\vhere F( q) is a function of the kinematics and ais a set of parameters that are deternlined

by the geornetry of the loads.

The form of F(q) can be determine from applying the Newton-Euler equations of

motion symbolically to a model of the manipulator. Our model of the manipulator

consists of the mass of the two manipulator links (.J!3' ~lf4)' and a load mass (~lfl). \Ve

assumed that the center of mass of link 3 is at [ P ('3x 0 P ('3.: ], where the distances are

described in frame three. The center of mass of link 4 is at [PC'4:x 0 PC4 :]. Because

the links are symmetric about their x-z plane, the mass centers have no y component.

For simplicity in initial modeling, the load is assumed to be a point mass at a distance

L4 along the axis of joint 4.
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The gravity equations \vhich result from this geonletric Inodel and the MIT-\VA~I

kinematics are given by:

1:( q)
[

5254 - C2C,'3C'4

('45253

C3 SZS4 - C2C4

CZC3 -52
-5253 0

o 0

-C'2C3S4- C'4 S2]
5253 54

-C2S4 - C3C4 S2

a 9

_lIi it4 + lltf4PC4x - 1."vl4 PG'4z
L~f4",43 + 1~Il ..43 + j~[3PC'3z

1~14L3 + ).V[3 L 3 + 1\tf3 PC3=+ j"'1[£3
1v1tL4

(.5.3 )

(5.4)

By measuring the torques necessary to support the gravity load in one-hundred different

locations and performing a regression fit to the data, an estimate of aof [2.2 3.3 108.8

6.1} in-lb was obtained.

5.3.4 Trajectory / Contact Processor

The trajectory processor and the main processor form the bulk of the control software.

The trajectory processor's principal function is to calculate new desired joint positions,

velocities, and accelerations, using the trajectory interpolation schemes described in sec-

tion 4.4 .. In addition, for each trajectory servo cycle, the processor calculates the new

stiffness gain matrix:

K j == JTK tJ, where J is the manipulator Jacobian.

For contact tasks, the processor determines if a contact has occurred during a servo

cycle by monitoring the value of:

-tK -
€ == q Jq, where q == qdesired - q.
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This value is the '''potential energy stored" in the stiffness gains. vVhen this value exceeds

a threshold of lib - in2
, a contact message is sent to the main processor. The maximum

servo rate that could be achieved with all the computations was 150 Hz which is suffi

cient to generate smooth manipulator motions .. Communication between the trajectory

processor and the servo processor is maintained with pointers into the servo processors

memory.

..\dditionally, the trajectory processor calculates all the interpolation splines for a list

of desired joint motions, maintains a list of executable joint trajectories, and maintains

the executable joint trajectory.

The trajectory code was originally part of the main code but, memory size constraints

required us to move it to a separate processor. The implementation of the trajectory

code makes th.e separation of the processors transparent to the user. Output from the

trajectory progranl that would appear on the trajectory processor '5 virt ual terrn.inal has

been coerced to appear on the main virtual terminal thus, making the trajectory program

appear as if it were running on the nlain processor.

5.3.5 Main Processor

The main processor serves as the user interface to the entire system as well as the task

control program. The interface has three menu levels. One menu controls the servo

gains and feedback terms for the entire controller. The user can change any servo gain

including gravity values, friction va.lues, and filter gains, which makes experimentation

easy_

Another menu controls data logging for latter plotting and analysis. The main pro-
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cessor can he placed in a servo loop t hat \\~ill record all of the systenl variables at a

desired frequency for a specified duration. These values can be \vritten to files or plotted

over the bus-to-bus adapter on the workstation X windo\v systenl.

The last menu controls trajectory generation. The menu gives options to teach joint

illotions, to read files of trajectories, and to move the arm interactively in joint, carte

sian, and line space. In addition, the contact calculation, which gives the location and

nlagnitude of contacts, can be performed on demand.

Lastly, at this level of abstraction, programs to perform WAM tasks can be written.

Pro:;rams can be written to exploit any of the underlying features of the control system.

Functions to perform compliant Inoves in all of the spaces have been written. l\Ioves can

be terminated upon cor..~act, or upon the loss of contact. The contact calculation can

be applied to calculate new stiffness and line frames which can be applied to cOITlpliant

moves. These functions can be combined to form a high level task planner, which is one

future area of research.
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Results

The principal goal of this research W;:LS to create a control system and software structure

to demonstrate the feasibility of whole-arm rnanipulation with the MIT-WA~I robot.

Toward this end, Vv"e have implemented the cOlllpliant control system described in the

previous chapters, in conjunction with the manipulator kinematics and trajectory gen

eration, to create a simple task programming environment. Within this environment,

we have written a program that uses the manipulator to search for three boxes in the

workspace, and to move compliantly over each of these boxes. This demonstration re

quires open-loop force commands, compliant motions until contact and while in contact,

and line motions. The ability of the robot to determine contact locations and forces was

also tested.

In addition, we have determined the perfornlance of the manipulator in a few key

areas. The stiffness of the transmission was nleasured to determine the amount of posi

tioning error that could occur through compliance. The stiffness of the transmission also

limits the maximum controllable stiffness of the nlanipulator. We briefly examined the

106
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dynamic responses of the first and last links. These rneasurenlents were useful for deter

mining the necessary control servo ra~es. \Ve examined the trajectory repeatibility for

the endtip with and without integral control. Lastly, the ability of the robot to accurately

apply a desired force along the last link was rneasured in a number of configurations.

6.1 Static Performance Tests of Manipulator

6.1.1 Linkage Stiffness

The stiffness of the transmission generally limits the stiffness that can be achieved by

position feedback. For the l\fIT- WAM nlanipulator the stiffness of the transnlission is

controlled by the free length of cable and is lowest for the fourth joint. The stiffness was

measured by locking the robot's joints and then applying torques to the IIlotor shaft.

The resulting :notion of the motor was recorded using the motor resal ver.

The maximum torque that could be applied to the shaft was 12 in-lb. i\.t this value

two cable strands snapped. Up to this torque value, the rotation of the motor shaft

corresponded to a stiffness of 40.3 in-Ib / rad. The motor stiffness is increased by the

transmission ratio squared at the joint to 16,000 in-Ib/rad. This is the highest stiffness

(as seen from the fourth joint) that the controller could achieve simply with position

feedback. We have achieved values of 1000 in-lb/ rad at this joint. Instability· at higher

gain values is prohably due to the phase lag in the filters introduced into the servo

controller and the phase lag in the RID converter. The base transmission is significantly

stiffer than the last joint (because of the shorter free length of cable) and controlled

stiffnesses up to .5000 in-Ib/rad have been achieved.
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6.1.2 Bandwidth
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The natural frequencies of the robot are important in determining the control bandwidth

t hrtt can be achieved without dynanlic modeling. 1'he natural frequencies are position

dependent because of the changing inertia of the robot. Bounds on the frequencies can

be found by examining the frequency for the last joint, which has the highest frequency,

and the frequency of the first joint which has the lowest frequency.

The frequencies of the last joint depend on the stiffnesses at the second and third joints

which is controlled by the servo gains at these joints. In order to bound the maximum,

we measured the natural frequency with the end of link three affixed to the floor with a

steel beam. Square wave commands were given tv the motor at varying frequencies and

the velocity of the Dlotor was measured using the velocity output of the RID converter.

Both the input and velocity output were measured with an HP spectrum analyzer. The

resulting bode plot indicated that the transfer function from motor commands to motor

velocity had a complex pair of poles at .56 Hz (the natural frequency) and a complex pair

of zeros at 32 Hz. This is the frequency of the interaction between the motor and the

link mass through the translnission stiffness. The damping ratio on both the poles a2d

zeros is about 0.3.

The natural frequency of the base joint was measured in several configurations. The

luwest frequency occurs with the arm horizontal and full extended. In this configuration,

a complex pair of poles was observed at 44 Hz. The damping ratio on the poles is near

0.6 for a very well damped system.

The control system should be able to achieve closed-loop bandwidths of 5 Hz without
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the phase lag from the manipulator dynanlics effecting the controller. By measuring the

response of the manipulator in the horizontal configur(\.tion to a step disturbance in f)l~

we found a closed-loop natural frequency of 2 Hz and a damping ratio of 0.,5 for position

gains of (4000,3.500,300, .500) in-lb/rad in each of the joints.

6.1.3 Range and Accuracy of Open-Loop Forces

Our approach to force control is to apply forces open-loop at desired locations. The

ability of the manipulator to apply a desired force was measured in two configurations at

a single point along the link. The manipulator was placed in a fully extended horizon tal

configuration using joint stiffnesses, and then a commanded force was Inultiplied by the

endpoint Jarobian to determine a feedforward torque conlmand..\ force sensor with a

range of 0 to 28 lb and a resolution of 0.2.5 Ib was located at t he endpoint to illeaS 11re

the effect of the addi tional torque.

In both directions:; x and sf;, the measured output force correlates closely with a linear

function of the commanded torque. The ratio of the commanded force to actual force in

the 5 X direction, in this configuration, is 1.03 and in the sf; direction 1.16. Neither graph

passes exactly through the origin. The 5 X graph has a commanded force intercept of 0.25

lb and the 5y graph has an intercept of 0 ..5 lb.

There are a number of possible factors contributing to the deviations from the desired

relationship. First, there is some vibratioll in the robot which causes t he force measure

ITlent to fluctuate by ±o.,) lb. The vibration is probably caused by limit toycles in the

control loop through the friction in the systenl. The torque ripple remaining after the

application of feedfor\\rard compensation can cause variaticns in the force magnitude of
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about ±O.2 lb. Lastly, the Illotor torque-voltage curve could be in error by a few percent

from calibration errors or therrnal drift in the motor torque constant.

The range of forces that the Illanipulator can apply is direction and configuration

dependent. In the location used for t he test, the manipulator can exert a theoretical

maximum of 18 Ib of force in the ve:tical direction at the end-effector. This value is

limited by the torque output of the last Illotor. The loss of pretension in the last joint

limits the effective range to 7.0 Ib in the vertical direction. The pretension is limited by

the yield strength of the cable. Pretension is lost in one of the differential drive motor

cables at a value of 10.0 lb in the Ys direction.

6.1.4 Repeatibility

The repeatibility of the manipulator was measured by determining the maXinlUITl de

viation that occurred when the manipulator was successively cornmanded to a desired

position. For joint angles of (0.0, -1 ..57, 0.0, 0.0) and stiffness control the endpoint de

viated by ±1/2 in. With integral control, the deviation \vas ±1/32 in. There was not

any increase in the error with each successive motion from zero to this position. The

repeatibility is a primarily a function of the joint gains, the friction, and deadzone.

6.2 Whole-Arm Tasks

vVe have experimented with two whole-arnl ta.sks. \Ve exanlined the effectiveness of t.he

robot as a contact sensor. As was shown in section 4.2.3, the ability of the robot to

determine contact locations and forces is position and configuration dependent. V~/e have
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measured the variation of contact determination as the point of contact application moves

with constant force and with increasing force levels at a single contact location.

The second task is a demonstration of searching to show the ability of the robot to

perform compliant motions along the entire last link. The robot contacts three boxes,

noting the angles at which contact occurred, and then compliantly moves up, over, and

down each box. The manipulation demonstrates open-loop force commands, compliance

control, contact detection, and line motions. The search procedure is implemented as a

set of higher level primitives.

6.2.1 Contact Location Identification

The contact problem is highly position dependent; therefore, we have tested the ability of

the manipulator to determine contact forces and locations in two configurations that are

often used. The first is the horizoILtal full extended configurations (joint angles [0, -1r /2,

0,0]). In tbis configuration we applied a set force of 2.75 Ib in the 5 X and 5fJ directions

(see figure 4.2) to the manipulator at varying distances along the second link. Figures 6.3

and 6.4 shows the variation in the estimate of the contact force and contact location as

the contact location varies. The contact force estimate is near 1.5 lb for all contact

locations which is approximately 1/2 the desired valu.e of 2.7.5 lb. The contact location

estimate is generally twice the actual contact location and varies greatly as the contact

location changes. The sensitivity of the contact location calculation in this configuration

can be seen by noting how a small deviation in the force value from the fitted line leads

to a large deviation in the location estimate from its fit ted line.

The cause of the factor of approximately two evident in both the force and location
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estimates is unclear. One possible cause is the cOIIlbination of the effects of gravity and

friction. In the tested configuration it is possible to move the end of the manipulator

by ±1/2 in without having it return to the desired location. This can cause arl error in

the estimate of the torque about the last joint, to which the calculation ~.s very sensitive.

Additionally, we have found that the results depend on the stiffness gains. Lastly, in

this configuration the solution to the contact problem diverged for around 10% of the

dttempted measurements. We conclude that the contact problem in this configuration

is not well conditioned. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the same sensitivity in the contact

calculation for a changing applied force in the 5 X direction at the end of the manipulator.

WAM tasks also involve forces in the 5 fJ direction. In the previous configuration, a Sy

contact force cannot be resolved; therefore, we tested this direction in the configuration

[0, -1r /2,0, -lJ. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the variation in the estimate with the contact

location for force in the Ys direction. Similarly, figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the variation

in the estimates with contact force in the 5fJ direction applied at the endpoint.

In this configuration, the manipulator is able to determine contact forces and locations

with a~curacy of approximately 30% which is considerably better then in the previous

test. Again, the source of the error is unclear. Some error maybe due to the accuracy

of the forward problem (examined in the previous section) of applying desired forces at

the endtip. In either direction, we found that the contact is very configuration and gain

dependent, and is sensitive to errors in calibration and nonlinearities in the system. A

better theory of the sensitivity of the calculation to these parameters is a topic of future

research.
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Lastly, preliminary results show that the manipulator cannot distinguish forces and

contacts in the =5 direction; however, this direction is seldom used. Except for collisions

with objects at the endpoint, manipulations involve manipulating objects with the sides

of the links and involve primarily forces in the Xs and Ys directions.

6.2.2 Searching and Pushing a Set of Boxes

We have demonstrated some of the aspects of whole-arm manipulation with a searching

task. Three boxes, of varying sizes, are arranged on a table within the workspace of the

last link. The task is to move the manipulator through the workspace so as to locate

the edges and determine the sizes of each of the boxes. The control program is given the

knowledge that the shapes are rectangular and that there are three objects.

To perform the search, the Inanipulator begins by moving down, checking for collision,

to the level of the table, which is at the height of the base joint. The manipulator then

rotates about the base joint untii contact occurs. This contact indicates the location of

the first box. i\.t this point the code for searching up, over, and down a box is invoked.

The search function, first applies a force in the direction of the box and decreases

the position gain about joint 1. The robot then moves up using a line motion, so that

the last link will stay horizontal, until contact is lost. At this point the gain for joint 1

is returned to the previous value and the manipulator is moved over a small amount in

the direction of the applied force. This small motion makes the subsequent downward

motion more robust.

The manipulator next moves down until contact is again made. The gains in joints 2

and 4 are decreased to decrease the effective stiffness of the manipulator in the direction
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of the box. The robot is then commanded to IIlove into the box in order to create a bias

force. The manipulator then rotates about joint 1 until contact is again lost. This defines

the width of the box. A final downward line motion completes the conlpliant search.

To move to the next box, the manipulator is realigned with the horizontal plane and

then rotated about the base joint until contact occurs with the next box. The box tracing

function is then called again and the procedure repeats.

Some of the code for implementing this procedure is '~k,;: ~ched below:

search_demo() {
if((ret == move.-abs_until_contact(2~O, 0.0, -1.6.5,

0.0,0.0)) ==== CONTACT)
print( Premature conta.ct! Aborting)
goto error
}

if((ret == move_until_contact(8.0, 2.0,0.0,
0.0,0.0)) ==== END_TRAJECTORY){

print(No Objects in the robot's path! Aborting!)
goto error
}

record_positions(objectJocation[O])
apply_biasJ'orce(dir ,1.5)

if( (ret == trace_object( dir,objectJocation[O])) ====
END_TRAJECTORY){

print(Error in trace object! Aborting!)
goto error
}

move_to_until_done( 1.0, (current_po~ition[OJ+O.O.J),

-1.65,0.0,0.0)
pr.nt(object 1)
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Repeat for each box }

trace_object (dir,angles) {
Search Up

array-set (KP,0,0,600.0)
return_onjnitialization()
if((ret == moveline_by_while_contact{Z.1lat, 20.0,
5.0, DEFAULT_TOL,NULL)) ==== END_TRAJECTORY)

goto error

move_to_until_done{O.5, current_position[O],
current_position[l], current_posi tion[2], current_position [3] )
force-zero( )

Search Across
array..set(KP,0,0,2000.0)
array-set(KP,1,1,800.0)
array..set(KP,3,3,200.0)

move_by_until_done{O.5, 0.05, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
if(( ret == moveJine_by_until_contact(Z-hat, -8.0,2.0
DEFAULT_TOL, NULL)) ==== END_TRAJECTORY)

goto error

move_by_until_done{O.5, 0.0, -0.1, 0.0, -0.1)
if((ret = move_while_contact{5.0, 1.0,0.0,0.0, 0.0))
=== END_TRAJECTORY)

goto error

Search Down

}

120

This procedure is meant only to demonstrate the feasibility of whole-arm manipulation
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applied to searching. The idea can be greatly extended by including geometric modeling

and identification of the environment. Currently, all the robot records is the joint angles

at the initial contact. Far more information could be obtained by recording the entire

path of the manipulator and USiIlg this information to make deterrrrinations of the objects

shape and some of its properties. Additionally, simple models of the expected objects

could be provided and the manipulator could plan compliant paths that would locate

and follow the actual shapes of the object.

Lastl~y, the current scheme does not update the contact force as a contact motion

proceeds; therefore the manipulator will lose contact with an object with rapidly varying

shape. The inclusion of the contact forces into the motion plan can he obtained by

merging in the contact location procedure to update the manipulator location. Before

this ca:l, be done, the reliability and speed of the contact calculation must be improved.

6.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have examined the performance of the manipulator and control scheme

in a few areas. The repeatibility of the manipulator under stiffness control is not high by

industrial standards. This can be improved by increasing the maximum stiffness gains

of the robot or by lag-lead feedback. The stiffness gains do not seem to be limited by

the stiffness of the transmission, rather phase lags introduced by the filtering in the

compensation, computational time delays, and a delay in the RID converter seem to be

the limiting factors. The filters in the controller could be removed if the noise in the

position signal could be eliminated.
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We found that the manipulator can cleanly apply desired forces to the environment

with a fair degree of accuracy. Errors in this task can be attributed to the remaining

ripple, inaccurate kno\vledge of the motor torque constant, and friction. Improvements

in the actuator would increase the performance significantly.

The inverse problem of determing the contact forces and locations given the joint

torques does not work as well as anticipated. Intrinsic errors in the system maybe ac

centuated by the ill conditioning of the solution. A better theoretical model of the

sensitivity of the results to errors in torque calibration, the gravity model, friction, trans

mission stiffness, and gains is needed before methods can be suggested to improve the

technique.

Lastly, we have demonstrated some high-level procedures to perform a search using

whole-arm motions. The procedure uses compliant motions and contact detection to

find a set of boxes. The procedure is fairly robust to the location of the boxes on the

surface. This procedure could be extended by including geometric modeling and higher

level planning to make the system more robust and to extract more information from

the system. Task level planning for whole-arm tasks to take advantage of the inherent

robustness of procedures that use lines to effect tasks is a major area of future research.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

1.1 Review

We are interested in developing robots that can work in '1nstructured environments.

Intentionally or not, a robot in such an environment will interact with its worKspace

along all of its moving surfaces. We therefore suggest that robots used in unstructured

environments should be designed such that they can use all of their moving surfaces

for manipulation, or for whole-arm manipulation (WAM). In this thesis, the kinematic

and control issues involved in WAM have been explored and have been applied to the

MIT-WAM.

WAM task can be grouped into pushing, searching, enclosure, and exclusion. These

division form a basis for thinking about the range of tasks that can be accomplished

with a whole-arm manipulator, and for deveioping planning algorithms to perform the

tasks. Theoretically, the utility of a manipulator can be extended by using it as a sensor

to detect contacts and the location and force of the contact. We show that in most

configurations the joint torques are sufficient to determine the forces of contact anti the

123
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contact location.

l\Ianipulation In an unstructured environnlent requIres the developnlent of robust

force control schemes to control the forces developed along all the surfaces of the manip

ulator. Robust.ness can be achieved by using the motor torques/currents to control the

contact forces. III ex(:llange for increased robustness, we lose the ability to modify the

effective manipulator inertia and to decrease the ripple and other nonlinearities through

feedback. Instead, we must rely on the performance inherent in the mechanical and elec

trical design of the manipulator and on feedforward compensation for nonlinear effects

that can be effectively modelled.

In chapter 5, we examined the implementation and effectiveness of the feedfor\\rard

compensation. By building a feedforward table to compensate for motor ripple and

cogging, we were able to decrease the effective ripple by 50%. In the inlplenlentation, we

found that the noise induced by PWM anlplifiers was a major performance limitation.

Line motions provide a useful way of describing the kinematics of \vhole-arm tasks.

To effect line motions for the l'vIIT-WAJ\tI, we have shown how the kinematics of this

robot can be solved to place the last link along a desired line. Line kinematics was then

applied to a maximum deviation trajectory planning algorithm to produce line motions.

We applied these motions, along with cornpliance control, to a search task to demonstrate

the ability of the MIT-WAM to perform tasks that use the entire surface of a link.

Lastly, we found that the ~1IT-W4~I\1 robot is able to accurately apply a desired

force, and that variations from the desired force arise primaril~y from nonlinearities in

the motors and controilers. We found that the inverse problerll of determining the forces
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and locations of contact form the motor torques is not well conditioned in many useful

configurations, and that the same variations in the motors and controllers and gravity

loads can create large variations in the sensed contact.

7e2 Future Work

To develop a whole-arm Iuanipulator a number of areas will need further exploration. We

have based our control design on the inherent performance of the manipulator and its ac

tuators. The development of new high-performance actuators with less ripple, deadzone,

and cagging and more torque WQulJ significantly improve the performance of our system.

On the computational side, the Condor system is limited to eight processors of which

we are currently using five. The effectiveness of the system would he enhanced by the

development of more intelligent nlotor controllers to take over some of the computation.

The taxonomy of whole-arm tasks described in chapter 2 needs to be applied to the

development of planning algorithms to automatically generate task level programs. This

will also involve programming issues involved in the creation of a language to describe

whole-arm tasks. The number of functions to implement the task level programs that

we have developed seems to be increasing exponentially; therefore, a methodology for

decreasing the complexity and organizing the programming task must be developed.

The kinematics of line manipulations and whole-arm tasks maybe extensible to more

degrees-of-freedom and more robots acting in concert. A model of the sensitivity of the

contact problem to the configuration of the robot and to disturbances needs to be devel

oped .. An understanding of this problem llught lead to different kinematic configurations
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that are less sensitive to disturbances, or to the conclusion that force sensing is necessary

along all of the links for contact determination.

7.3 Conclusion

We have examined the problem of whole-arm manipulation in a number of different

areas in order to build-up a useful system for the control and experimentation of whole

arm tasks on the MIT-WAM. We have suggested a taxonomy of tasks to classify the

various whole-arm tasks and suggested different types of manipulation. The problem of

using the manipulator as a sensor was examined. Kinematic relations for the MIT-WAM

that can be used to perform line manipulations were described. Issues involved with

force control and mechanical design were reviewed to determine a robust force controller.

Lastly, the developed system was applied to a whole-arm task to show the potential for

this type of manipulation. Future work will concentrate on the development of better

actuation systems and on the planning/programming issues involved with whole-arm

manipulations.
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Appendix A

Effects of Friction Compensation

Consider a dynamic system of the form:

x + x + {L sgn (z) + J-L sgn (x) == o. (A.l)

As was shown earlier in section 3.3.1, this equation is stable for jJ, ~ J.L and has critical

points only in the neighborhood of the origin. This appendix will demonstrate through

thE use of averaging that for any small positive J.L and jL this equation is stable. A

development of this technique can be found in [Nayef and Mook 79].

Consider a solution to equation A.I of the form:

x

x

A(t )cos(t + 4>( t))

-A(t)sin{t + 4>(t)).

(A.2)

(A.3)

The time derivative of the first equation must equal the second equation. This is the

condition of compatibility and it implies:

Acos(t +¢) = A¢sin(t + </».
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(A.4)
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Taking the second derivative of x and substituting the result for x into the equation of

motion gives:

- Asin(t + </» - A¢cos(t + d» + {tsgn(Acos(t + 4») - j.Lsgn(#4sin(t + 4»):= o. (A.5)

Let 1 == t + 4>, then the equation of motion and the compatibility equation can be written

in the form:

A -- it sgn (ACOb{ i) )sin{ I) - JL sgn (Asin{1') )sin{1')

A~ = it sgn (Acos{ ,) )cos(1') - JL sgn (Asin( '1) )cos(1').

(A.6)

(A.7)

Averaging Aover a cycle, assuming that both A and 4> change slowly with respect to

the frequency of oscillation, gives:

[21f'
1/27r 1

0
(iLsgn{Acos(-y)) - JLsgn{Asinb)))sinb)d, (A.8)

- sgn (A)2p,/1r. (A.9)

This result shows that the system is stable even for jL greater than Il. This result also

shows that only the friction in the system reduces the amplitude of the oscillation, i.e.

the friction in the system is responsible for the decrease in energy of the oscillation.

The intuition for this result can be found by observing that for a complete cycle the

compensation it sgn (x) takes out the same amount of energy that it puts in, while friction

always removes energy.

Averaging ~ over a cycle, assuming that both A and ¢> change slowly with respect to

the frequency of oscillation, gives a similar result:

(A.IO)
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This shows that the compensation has the effect of changing the phase of the oscillation.


